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ABSTRACT

The resulting effect of a significant increase in non-sinusoidal

signals on power systems and equipment due to the application of new power

electronic devices is a question yet to be answercd. A subquesti.on in tryinT to

determine the effects of non-sinusoidal signals on power systems and equipment

is how to accurately measure these signals. This thesis makes an attempt to

answer not only the question of how to measure accurately single-phase

sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power but also tae question of which types of

power and energy meters are most accurate and are less affected by these non-

sinusoidal power variations. This thesis compares the accuracy of various power

measurements using two General Electric Type P-3 Electrodynamometer wattmeters,

two Clarke-Hess Model 255 Digital Wattmeters and one General Electric Type VM-

63-S Induction Watthour Meter.

The experimental setup used to test the accuracy of the power and energy

meters consisted of using a standard 120 V, 60 Hz single- phase source which

feeds the power and energy meters. The power and energy meters were connected

to the specific test source (either ac, half-wave rectified, or bidirectional

thyristor-controlled) which was connected to the test load (high power-factor

load, R-L load, or R-C load).

The results of the experimental work indicated that the P-3 wattmeters and

the Clarke-Hess wattmeters measured accurately sinusoidal, non-sinusoidal and

half-wave rectified power. The accuracy of the VM-63-S induction watthour

meter is questionable as large variations in averaged power readings did occur.
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Laventure, George C. Jr., (M.S., Electrical Enginccring)

Measuring Accurately Single-Phase Sinusoidal and Non-Sinusoidal

Power

Thesis Directed by Assistant Professor Robert W. Erickson

The advance of technology by the development of new power

electronic devices for conversion, inversion, rectification and cy-

cloconversion have resulted in more efficient ways of transforming and

controlling power but at the same time have created a problem at times

of inducing harmonic distortion and a dc component into the power

system. The resulting effect of a significant increase in non-

sinusoidal signals on power systems and equipment is a question yet to

be answered.

A subquestion in trying to determine the effects of non-

sinusoidal signals on power systems and equipment is how to accurately

measure these signals. This thesis makes an attempt to answer not only

the question of how to measure accurately single-phase sinusoidal and

non-sinusoidal power but also the question of which types of power and

energy meters are most accurate and are less affected by these non-

sinusoidal power variations. This thesis compares the accuracy of

various power measurements using two General Electric Type P-3

Electrodynamometer wattmeters, two Clarke-Hess Model 255 Digital

Wattmcters and one General Electric Type VM-63-S Induction Watthour

Meter.

The experimental setup used to test the accuracy of the power

t. and energy meters consisted of using a standard 120 V, 60 Hz single-

LL 4



phase source to feed the power and energy meters. The output of the

meters was fed to the specific test source (either ac, half-wave

rectified, or bidirectional thyristor-controlled) and from this source

to the test load (high power-factor load, R-L load, or R-C load).

The results of the experimental work indicated that the P-3

wattmeters and the Clarke-Hess wattmeters measured accurately sinu-

1soidal, non-sinusoidal and half-wave rectified (where a dc component
is present) power. The accuracy of the VM-63-S induction watthour

meter, based on the limited testing done in this thesis, is question-

able as large variations in averaged power readings did occur.

4
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INTRODUCTION

As technology has progressed in the last 20 years, new methods

using power clectrtonic devices for conversion (dc to dc), inversion

(dc to ac), rectification (ac to dc) and cycloconvcrsion (ac to ac)

have evolved. These new methods have resulted in more efficient ways

of transforming and controlling power but at the same time have

created a problem at times of inducing large harmonic distortion and a

dc current component into the power system. The advance of technology

by the development of these new power electronic devices has created

the likelihood of power signals being non-sinusoidal. The resulting

effect of a significant increase in non-sinusoidal signals on power

systems and equipment is a question yet to be answered.

A subquestion in trying to determine the effects of non-

sinusoidal signals on power systems and equipment is how to accurately

measure these signals. Considering just the question of how to

measure non-sinusoidal signals on power systems or more specifically,

the question of how to accurately measure single-phase power and

energy when non-sinusoidal or dc components arc present is the concern

of this thesis. The way of measuring single-phase power and energy is

by the use of a power meter (wattmeter) or an cu-crgy meter (watthour

meter). There .iic many ditferent tyw ,f wattmeters and watthour

meters availabl, for ii:asuring power and energy but their ability to

measure non-sinusoidal power and energy accurately has not been

sufficiently proven. Of particular concern to both the supplier and



1man

the user of power is how the induction watthour meter will react to

these non-sinusoidal signals, many of which contain a dc current

component. Since the induction watthour meter is designed for

measuring ac variations only, the creation of a dc component in an ac

circuit due to thyristor-controlled sources or power-factor motor

controllerShas led to the question of whether an induction watthour

meter is accurate enough to measure modern day power systems. The

questions to be answered by this thesis are not only how to measure

accurately single-phase sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power but also

which types of power and energy meters arc most accurate and are less

affected by these non-sinusoidal power variations. This thesis then

is an attempt to compare the accuracy of power measurements using two

General Electric Type P-3 ElectrodynamometerA, two Clarke-Hess Model

255 Digital Wattmcters, and on. Ceneral Electric Type VM-63-S Induction

Watthour Meter. This thesis will also try to answer the question of

whether the older analog wattmeters are more or less accurate in

measuring sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power than the modern digital

wattmeters. Secondary objcctives of this thesis are:

a) to define the ba:sic power definitionIS associated with sinu-

soidil power, non-sinusoidal power and power factor.

b) to h .esnt familiar with and understand the hbasic operation of

some of the different meLering equipment available for

measuring single-phase power and energy.

c) to define measurement standards and types of measurement

errors.

c) to define the basic definitions for precision and accuracy,

especially as applied to power measurements.

I ------.--------.---- -



e) to become familiar with and understand the specific operation

of the Clarke-Hess digital wattmeter, the General Electric

P-3 elcctrodynamic wattmeter, and the General Electric in-

duction watthour meter.

f) to become familiar with and understand the factors which

affect the accuracy of the Clarke-Hess digital wattmeter, the

General Electric P-3 clectrodynamnic wattmeter, and the Gen-

cral Electric induction watthour meter.

g) to verify by experimental testing which types of meters give

accurate measurement of sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power.

This thesis work is broken down into three areas. Part I

includes a discussion of the general background information uncovered

during the literature search. It defines the basic power definitions

of sinusoidal power, non-sinusoidal power and power factor. It

defines the measurement standards and types of measurement errors that

can occur when performing power mcasuremcnts. It defines the basic

definitions of precision and accuracy. Part I discusses different

types of power and energy meters and treats specifically the operation

of the P-3 eI cLtrodynamometer wattmeter, the Model 255 digital

wattmeter and the VM-63-S induction watthour meter. Part I concludes

by discussing the' f;ictors which afcct the accura.cy of the P-3

wattmeter, the Model 255 wattmctr.r and the VM-63-S watthour meter.

Part I fulfuills the sCcondary objectives (a through f) of this thesis.

Part IT covers the testing and experimental work performed.

It discusses the pre-eiperimental analysis and the criteria used in

determining the accuracy of the power measurement. It discusses the



various tcst sources (ac, half-wave rectified, and bidirectional

thyristor-control led) and the characteristics of the various test

loads. Part 11 concludes by discussing the results obtained when

measuring single-phase power using a sinusoidal source, a half-wave

rec t i f iekd ,,ource and a thyri stor-cunLro lied Source With a h ighi

power-fac tor load, a R-L load and a R-C load. Part 11 ful fillis the

secondary objective (g) of this thesis.

Part IIl states the, general conclusions drawn from this thesis

work as well1 as summariL'.s the s;pecific conclusions drawn from the

experimental work done in ParL 11. Part ill concludes by m,.aking some

spec ific rccoinnendat ions concern ing the type of m& tcr to use when

mak ing single-phase; power mea,'suremnt1s and by mik ing, -ome s;pcci lie

teecomme ndat ions con1cerning possiblec add i tional i research thazt can bc

don with eg ar ome uVing sing I -ph asL non-si niso idall power.
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CHAPTER 1

POWER, PERIODIC AND NON-PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

In order to understand how to measure sinusoidal or non-

sinusoidal power, it is helpful to define the terminology associated

with each. The following is an introduction of some of the basic

terminology and theory relating to the measurement of power [1,2,3,

4,5,6,71.

1.1 Power

Power is defined as the rate of change of energy with respect

to time or the rate of doing work and can be expressed as

p = dw = V dq (.1)
dt dt

The electrical unit of measurement for power is the w.att, which is

equivalent to one joule/second. Power (p) is considered to be an

instantaneous quantity. If one is interested in measuring power over

a specified time interval (e.g. , for several periods), then the

average power (P) may be computed by integrating the instantaneous

power over this interval and the following results:

to+nT

p = p dT (1.2)

to

where n is the integral number of periods, to is the initial time,

T is the time for one period and p is the instantaneous power. In

practical applications, however, one is often interested in the energy

. . ...... ...__ _,_•,__ _ _ _ _ _ _



used and as a resutt watt-seconds or kilowatt-hours are measured. In

my experimental work, I will be measuring both of these quantities.

1.2 Periodic and Non-Periodic Functions

Before defining sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power, it is

necessary to define periodic and non-periodic functions or waves [3,

4,51. A periodic function is one that satisfies the equation

f(t) = f(t+nT) (1.3)

for all values of t , where n is an integer and T is the period.

Basically, a periodic function is one that repeats itself during each

period of time; an example of a periodic function would be a sine-wave

or the waveform shown in figure 1.1. NOTE: For my experimental work

all voltage and current (power) waves were periodic.

f(t)

V. t

Figure 1.1 Periodic Waveform



A non-periodic function or wave is one that does not satisfy

equation 1.3 and is basically non-repetitivc in nature. An example of

a non-periodic function would be random noise or the wavcform shown in

figure 1.2.
f(t)

t T

Figure 1.2 Non-periodic Waveform

Most power applications involve the us(e of periodic current

and voltage waves; these waves may be s;inusoidal or non-sinusoidal. I

will next define sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power and some related

theory for each.

p/



CHAPTER 2

SINUSOIDAL POWER, NONSINUSOIDAL POWER
AND POWER FACTOR THEORY

2.1 Sinusoidal Power

Sinusoidal power is power that is a function of a sinusoidal

voltage and/or current being impressed across and/or passing through a

power dissipating element. The term sinusoid comes from the re-

lationship that exists when a conductor is rotated in a magnetic field.

The rotation of the conductor in a magnetic field results in an induced

electromotive force (emf) which is directly proportional to the sine

of the angle through which the conductor has rotated from the reference

axis (reference figure 2.1).

7N 

+

(a)

Figure 2.1 Nature of the induccd cmf.

Source: Herbert W. Jackson, Introduction to Electric Circuits (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1965) p. 282



If the variations in alternating cmf are plotted as in figure 2.1, the

resulting graph is termed a sine curve. The alternating cmf that

varies in accordance with the sine curve is called a sine wave. The

power resulting from a sine-wave voltage and/or current is sinusoidal

power. Sinusoidal power then is a function of forcing functions or

*cmf's that are sinusoidal in nature.

In order to define power in alternating circuits, it is

necessary to define what is meant by real or average power, reactive

power and apparent power.

The real or average power (also referred to as true power) is

defined as the equivalent dc power delivered by an alternating source

or the equivalent dc power dissipated by a pure resistance. This

relationship is based on figure 2.2 where the heat dissipated by the

resistance for the dc source is compared to the heat dissipated by tho

resistance for the ac source. When the temperature measured with the

ac source is the same as the de sourc, then the average electrical

power delivered to the resistor by the ac source is the same as that

delivered by the dc source.

- 1 T

Figure 2.2 Power Measuring Test Set-up

Source: Robert L. Boylestad, Introductory Circuit Analysis (Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1977) p. 331



In sinusoidal ac power applications thc instantaneous power

delivered by an ac supply is given by

p =vi (2.1)

If a general case is considered whcrc

v =Vm sin (Wt+A) (2.2)

i = u sin (wt+13) (2.3)

then

p Vm~m sin (wt+A) sin (wt+B) (2.4)

using the trigonometric identity

si X si Y = cos(X-Y) - Cos (x+Y) (2.5)

then

p = -MI- cos (A-B) - Vmmcos 2tAB(.6

The plot of current, voltage and power is shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Current, Voltage and Power Waveforms
for the General Case.

Source: Robert L. Boylestad, Introductory CircuitAnalysis (Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill, 1968) p. 309.



Note that the second factor in equation (2.6) is a cosine wave with an

amplitude of Vmlm/2, and a frequency twice that of the voltage or

current. The average value of this term is zero, producing no net

transfer of power. The first term in equation (2.6) has a constant

magnitude (no time dependence), and therefore could result in some

net transfer of power. This first term is defined as the Average

power (P) and is measured in watts (W) or kilowatts (KW). The angle

(A-B) is the phase angle (0) between v and i . Since cos (-9) =

cos (0) the magnitude of the average power is independent of whether

v leads or lags i . The average power for equation (2.6) can now be

rewritten as

p- Vmlm cos e (2.7)
2

or as

P = Veffleff cos 0 = VIII cos 0 (2.8)

The Apparent power of a system which applies to above general

case, is defined by the product Veff leff or Vmlm/2 and is measured

in volt-amperes (VA) or kilowatt-amperes (KVA). Its symbol is Pa"

The apparent power can be expressed as

Pa =  Veff leff =  IV III, (2.9)

Another terminology associated with apparent power is Complex power

(S). Complex power is defined as VI* ; where I* is the conjugate

of I. For an example, if

V = vljek vL - (2.10)



I = ivieJ ! -  (2.11)

then I*= llie -  (2.12)

and tile complex power could be defind as

S Vv" = Iv IC -  = l leJ 0  (2.13)

or

S = Ivl I! (cosO + j sinO) P + jQ (2.14)

The magnitude of the complex power ISI is also referred to as the

Apparent power and can be expressed as

!sv = I*1 = IvlIW = P -2- p (2.15)

'lle reactive power of a system which applies 1o the above

general case is defined by the product Veff 'eff sinO and is measured

in volt-amperes-reactive (VAR) or kilovar (KVAR). Its symbol is Q.

The reactive power can be expressed as

Q = Vll sin 0 = JSi sin e (2.16)

Considering next some of the basic linear components used in

ac power applications, the instantaneous power can he defined as

fol lows:

Rewriting ,qut;ation (2.6)

p = VI cos (A-B) - VI cos (2wt+A+B) (2.17)

a) In a purely resistive circuit,

PR -- vll~ = J J2R= IvI 2

PR I1 2R (2.18)
R



and the resulting voltage, current and power waves arc shown

in figure 2.4.

'I Iiv I

Figure 2.4 Voltage, Current and Power
Waveforms for Purely Resistive Circuit

Source: Robert L. loylestad, Introductory Circuit Analysis (Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1968) p. 434.-

b) In a purely inductive circuit,

1  - VI cos (2wt+A+B3) (2.19)

and the resuit ing voltage, current and pow,-- wav,,s are

shown in figure 2.5.

dI ,r

nt'rtrturnt- /

to sot,* r, _ __

Figure 2.5 Voltage, Currunt and Power
Waveforms for Purely Inductive Circuit

Source: Robert L. Boylestad, Introductory Circuit Analysis (Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1968) p. 43-.



and

c) In a1 purely capacitive circuit,

P= VI cos (2wt+A+1) (2.20)

and the resulting voltage, current and power waves are

shown lit figure 2.6.

cment b) ,F.i

f Figure 2.6 Voltage, Current and Power
Waveforizs for P~irely Capacitive Circuit

Source: Robert L.. iBoylestad, Introductory Circuit Analyi (Ohio
Charles E. Merrill, 1968) p. 439.

in my experimental work in Part 1I of this report, resistive

(R), resist ive-inductivc (RL) and resistive-capacitive (RC) networks

are used. The reSLI]tinlg waveform; occuring under these conditions

would be between the extremecs above, and look something like figure

2. 3.

2.2' Non--sinuisoidal Power

Any waivelformn tha' di lifer:-: fro(m the bas ic definition of thle

sinusoidaI wa v elrm i s re fe rrekd t o a s nonsintisoidal [1,2,31. A



periodic nonsinusoidal waveform is One that is repetitive in time and

nonsinusoidal in form. A periodic nonsinusoidal wave of current

passing through a resistor results in a power which is determined by

the effective or rms value of the wave. This average power can be found

by direct metering, by graphical analysis using the method of

integration of the instantaneous power (the product of v and i ), by

determining the harmonic content of the nonsinusoidal wave and

applying Fourier analysis, and by a method based on the principle of

reciprocity. The direct metering method and graphical analysis will

be used in my thesis work. The accuracy of direct metering using an

analog, a digital, and a watthour meter will be compared with each

other and compared with the solution obtained by graphical analysis

and reported on in Part If. The method of calculating average power

using waveform synthesis is applied when using the principle of

reciprocity and Fourier analysis. Waveform synthesis is combining the

parts of a wave so as to form the entire complex wave. In order to

dctermine the average power in ac circuits with nonsinusoidal wave-

forms using waveform synthesis, the fundamental frequency, which

harmonics are present, their relative amplitudes and their phase

relationships with respect to the fundamental must be known. The

principle of reciprocity is used in the Hammond electronic organ to

duplicate the tone quality of various musical instruments and is based

on the principle that an exact duplicate of a given nonsinusoidal wave

can be obtained by adding together certain harmonically related sine

waves with proper magnitudes and phase relationships. Fourier

analysis is used in power analysis by recombining the terms of a

-, 
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trigonometric series to form the complex waveform [2,4,5,8,9]. Four-

icr analysis can be applied to either a linear or nonlinear network.

In the case of a linear network such as a resistive or a

series resistive-inductive (RL) network, wiLh a nonsinusoidal waveform

applied, the principle of superposition can be used as shown in

figure 2.7.

+&

,= - , A CO .. . Cos "2 At COs0

B, sin a A I, 510 ri

---- Linear n ork
-x i:c ork

B, sin 2

B. sin 0:7

Figure 2.7 Applying Principle of Superposition to Linear Network

Source: Robert L. Boylcstad, Introductory Circuit Analysis (Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill, 1977) p. 617.

By breaking the input signal down into a series of sources and looking

at the effect of each source independently on the linear network, the

total response of the system becomes the algebraic sum of the Fourier

series.

Before using the Fourier series, it is necessary to define the

effective value of a wavcform. For the test set-up shown in figure

2.2, the effective value of the current derived from the experiment is

given by:
t

f fi(t)] 2 dt

eff = T (2.21)



Equation (2.21) states that in order to find the cffective value

(leff), the function i(t) must first be squared. After squaring i(t)

and plotting, the area under the curve is found by integration. This

area is then divided by the period (T) to obtain the average or mean

value of the squared waveform. The final step is to take the square

root of the mean value. The square root of the mean value is the

effective value or "root-mean-square (rms) value." The general

expression for the effective value of any wavcform from a mathematical

analysis is given by:

Feff = f f [f(t)1 2dt (2.22)

Applying this general equation to the following Fourier ser-

ies:

v(Wt) = Vo + V1 cos Wt + ... V, cos nwt

+ V1' sin Wt + ... + V,' sin nwt (2.23)

yields

Veff = J Iv(wt)] 2dt (2.24)
0

which after performing the indicated operations yields

V2 + V12 +. + + 2 + Vn 2(2.25)

and since

VI 2 / V1 \fV1\
2 =r ) r V2(e ff) (2.26)

To m



then

Veff =lVo2+V2(eff)+... +Vn2 (eff)+V1' 
2 (eff)+...+V'2(eff) (2.27)

Similarly, for

i(Wt) = To + Il cos wt + ... + I n cos nw t

+ sin wt + ... + In' sinnt (2.28)

then

leff = lo2+ll2(cff)+ .. +In2 (eff)+I1 2 (eff)+ --- In 
2 (eff) (2.29)

The total power delivered to a linear network is the sum of that

the following equations, all voltages and currents are effective

value,;:

PT = V,,lo + Vill cos 01 + ... + VnI n cosen + " (2.30)

PT = to 2 R + II 2R + .-. + Tn 2 R + (2.31)

12ff R = V2ff/R (2.32)

In the case of a nonlinear network such as an ideal half- wave

rectifier as shown in figure 2.7, the impedance of the circuit does

not remain constant throughout the sine wave voltage and current

waveforms. The rectifier is a nonlinear device and causes harmonics

not contained in the input waveform to be generated. As a result,

superposition cannot be applied to the input and it becomes necessary

to know the total makeup of the source at the output of the diode. By

examination of the waveform of figure 2.7, it can be seen that the

i I i I I I I I. .. .. ' "" g
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Figure 2.7 Ideal Half-Wave Rectifier Circuit and Waveform

Source: Robert L. Boylestad, Introductory Circuit Analysis (Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill, 1968) p. 532

average value of the voltage waveform over a complete cycle is not

zero. This is an indication that a dc component is present in addi-

tion to the harmonically related sine waves. The Fourier equation for

the voltage wave of an ideal half-wavc rectifier is

v o = 0.318 Vm + 0.500 Vm sin wt - 0.212 Vm cos 2Wt

2Vm Cos rwt (2.33)
- 0.4024 Vm cos 4 wot - . n-l

where n is an even number and Vm is the maximum voltage across the

resistor. The total power delivered to this nonlinear network can be

calculated by equations 2.30 through 2.32. This nonlinear diode-

resistor circuit will be used in the testing in Part II of this report.

Generally speaking, for either linear or nonlinear networks

the average power can be expressed as the sum of the dc power (Pd, the

fundamental ac power (PF) and the sum of the total harmonic power (PH)

[10, 111.



where

Total Power = Edc Idc + EFIF Cos OF + ElITH Cos 
6 H (2.34)

or

PT = Pdc + PF + PH (2.35)

It is important to note that only voltage and power at the same frc-

( quency combine to produce average power, and that the sign of the

harmonic power term depends upon the power's point of origin in the

network. This harmonic power term is of interest because the

commercial induction watthour metcr used to measure the energy used by

the customer will measure in error based on the direction of the

harmonic power [low. If the harmonics are being injected into the

network by the supplier a negative registration error should occur in

an induction watthour meter and the result should be a reduction in the

customer's bill; if on the other hand the harmonics are being caused

due to a nonlinear impedance or network at the customer's end, a

positive registration error should occur in an induction watthour

meter and the result should be an increase in the customer's bill.

The following discussion on apparent and reactive non-

sinusoidal power is included for completeness of the subject area but

is not central to my thesis. It does, however, indicate the complexity

of trying to defiue apparent and reactive non-sinusoidal power and

shows that serious disagreement exists between experts [12,13,14] on

how to define these quantities. In the articles 112, 131 by Shepherd

and Zakikhani apparent power is defined as

Te Ti
Te oedTif +

T(



where

SR = active apparent power

SX = true apparent power

SD = apparent distortion power

The above definitions arc classified by defining that portion of the

apparent power due to active current (IR) as apparent active power

(SR), the portion caused by reactive current (IX) as apparent reactive

power (SX ) and that additional portion of apparent power present with

nonlinear loads as apparent distortion power (SD). The authors never

define reactive power but they do disagree with the definition of

reactive power given by V.N. Nedelcu

where
n

Q 7Enln sin an (2.37)

Also the article [14] by Sharon takes slightly a different approach

than eithr Nedelcu or Shepherd and Zakikhani and defines apparent

power (S'X or S) as being made up of the quadrature reactive power (SQ)

and a complementary reactive power (SC )

where

S'x = Vn I2+,V2 ( n2 sin 2 n + negligible term /2. 38 )

and

n
SQ = Vrm s (I In

2 sin 2 4n) 1/2  (2.39)

Ii 1SC = V2 2 cos2 n V~ms X /2

1 In r I

+ 1/2 (Vb y cos .y -yI b cos Sb 2 12 (2.40)



The above equations simplified give the following equations for

apparent power

S = (p 2 + SQ 2 + Sc2) 1 / 2  (2.41)

which compares with the 1929 definition of apparent power in a non-

linear system given by

S = (p 2 + 02 + D2)1/2 (2.42)

where P is the average power, Q is the reactive power and D is the

distortion power.

2.3 Power Factor

The power factor of a circuit is universally defined as the

ratio of the average power in watts to the apparent power in

voltamperes, where

Power Factor (P.F.) = Average Power - P (2.43)

Apparent Power Pa

This definition of power factor is independent of frequency and wave-

form and applies to both sinusoidal and nonsinusoidal power. The

actual meaning of power factor is relative to the type of power under

considerati on.

In the case of sinusoidal power, the power factor angle ( )

is defined as the phase difference between the voltage and current in

a system, where

0 = \V \L (2.44)



This phase angle indicates how close the load is near to being effec-

tively resistive or how close the load is near to unity power factor.

The power factor is expressed in terms of the power factor angle where

P.F. =  cos 0 (2.45)

At unity power factor (P.F. = I, 0 = 0), maximum effective power

transfer occurs, that is, the average power is equal to the apparent

power. Power factor can further be classified as lagging power factor

for inductive loads and leading power factor for capacitive loads.

Based on the above, the cos or power factor has real or recognizable

meaning in sinusoidal power applications.

On the: other hand in nonsinusoidal power applications the term

power factor can take on various meanings and is not easily defined.

Depending on the sampling time, the phase relationship between voltage

and current could change from leading to lagging almost instan-

taneously depending on the applied signal or the nonlinearity of the

load. Any attempt to associate the power factor with cos 0 leads to

difficulty !;incce there is no longer a single phase angle between

voltage and current waveforms but a separate phase angle for each

frequency cmponent (reference equation 2.29). Power factor takes on

a wide varitty of definitions depending on application. For example,

in a thyristor controlled resistive load, P.J. Gallagher and W.

Shepherd in their articles 115, 161 have defined power factor as

P.F. = \per unit power = lPower (pu) (2.46)

and in a single-phase series R-L circuit with load voltage controlled

by symmetrical triggering the power factor is given by

' ~~~~bl . IIII - II



P.F. = \Power (pu) . cos 8 (2.47)

whe re

0 = tan -1 (wL/R) (2.48)

also several authors [15, 16, 171 have defined power factor for non-

sinusoidal applications in terms of a displacement factor and a

distortion factor. Specifically in thyristor controlled circuits with

sinusoidal supply voltage, the power factor is expressed as

-E1 1 cosf3 1 j

P.l. - - cos 11 (2.49)EI I

where the distortion factor I1/1 is largcly duC to load impedance

nonlinearity and the di.,placement factor cos O1 is largely due to

load reactance.

It was also observed in several articles covering passive-

network compensation that power factor can take on many different

definitions depending on type of compensation. Some of these formulas

are given in table 2.1.

Generally speaking, power factor can take on a variety of

definitions and meanings depending on applications and types of power

signals used. For my experimental work power factor is not a criti-

cal measurement variable and is addressed here for general infor-

mational purposes only.



Table 2.1

Power Factor With Different Forms of Passive-Network

Compensation Connected at Supply Terminals
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CHAPTER 3

GENERAL METERING EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR MEASURING
SINGLE-PHASE POWER AND ENERGY

There are numerous different Lypes of mcters available for

measuring average power and energy. This chaptcr will list somc of the

various meters available and the basic principle of measurement used

in each.

3.1 Power Measuring Meters

Instruments designed to measure the amount of average power

consumed in a circuit arc known as wattntci>; [23,24,31]. Some of the

various types of wattmcters available, their basic operating principle

and thoir principle uo,; will b2 described ne>xt.

(I) E11cctrodvamometer Wa tieter

The (elcct rodyna.noi]eter or dy1%namometer is a direct in-

dicating wattmeter that measures the average pawcr in a

circuit by developing a torque which is proportional to the

current in the fixed and moving coils which is proportional

to the average power. This relationship for determining

power can be expressed as follows:

P- Taili 2  (3.1)

The dynamometer wattmeler has a high degree of accuracy

(normally 0.25 percent of full scale in a precision instru-

ment) and is used as a sLandard for both ac and dc power

I
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mcasuremcnts. Thc dynarnomneer iS aCLuraLe for ac measure-

miluLS with IrIqu:ncics up to 125 11z without special cor-

rect ion curves or spckc: al compelnsat ing networks. A problem

may occur when using the dynzimomc'ter it low power factor due

to the high inductance of the voltage coil. The clectro-

dynamometer is used to measure both sinusoidal and non-

sinusoidal power.

(2) Iron-cored Dynamometer

The iron-cored dynamometer is a direct indicating watt-

meter that measures the average power in a circuit by

developing a torque which is proportional to the current in

the current and moving coils which is proportional to the

avcrage power. This relationship for determining power can

be expressed as follows:

P T ill2  (3.2)

An int- rior view of an iron-cored dynactomctei wat tmcLcr

movement is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Interior View of Iron-cored Dynamometer
Wa ttmtor Movement

Source: W. Alexander, Instruments and Measurements (London:

Cleavcr-Hume Press LTD, 1962) p. 66



The use of the iron-cored dynamometer wattmeter is

largely due to increasing use of circular-scale instruments;

that is, instruments having scale arcs of the order of 2400.

This instrument can only be used on ac of standard industrial

frequencies and is of normal industrial grade accuracy (1.0

to 1.5 per cent of full scale). The use of an iron-core

dynamometer for non-sinusoidal power measurement; would not

be recommended due to frequency and waveform errors and

because the meter would not measure to dc component of power.

(3) Induction Wattmeter

The induction wattmeter is a direct indicating wattmeter

which measures the average power in a circuit by developing

a torque which is proportional to the current and voltage in

the fixed voltage and current coils. This relationship for

deLermining power can be expressed as:

P a il"- ilv 2  (3.3)

The induction wattmecter has a high driving torque and

is almost immune from effects due to stray fields. The

induction wattmeter is of industrial grade accuracy and

operates on ac circuits at stated calibration frequencies

and temperatures. The use of an induction wattmeter for non-

sinusoidal power measurements would not be recommended as

errors could be introduced due to the dc component of power.

The induction wattmeter is essentially a watthour meter

in which the moving part is restricted to give an indication

of power by a control device instead of being free to rotate

r .i
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continuously as in the energy neter.

(4) Electrostatic Wattmeter

The electrostatic (quadrant elcctrometcr type) watt-

meter is a direct indicating wattmctcr which measures the

average power in a circuit by developing a torque which is

proportional to thc average powcr absorbed by the load. The

deflecting torque developed is proportional to the charges

on the plates which is proportional to VIV 2 . This relation-

ship for determining power can be expressed as:

P c T m vlv 2  (3.4)

The electrostatic wattmeter has been built following the

principle illustrated in figure 3.2 in which electrostatic

forces! resulting from the applied linc potentiaI and the IR

drop across a resistanC,. (R) provide the torquie.

R

I If( Iv1 Load

V, V.,

Figure 3.2 Electrostatic Wattmeter

Source: Waltor Kidwell, Electrical Instruments and Measurements

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969) p, 177.

The electrostatic wattmeter is a precision or laboratory

wattmeter and normally would not be used for industrial



applications. It is used for the mcasurcment of power of

small magnitude and low power factor, and also when the

voltage of the system is high.

(5) Electrothermic Wattmcters

An clectrothermic wattmetcr is a wattmeter made from a

pair u, i:ratchc'd t'rmocic m.nts (soe figure 3.3). Thermal

wattmeter inudi.catiou'n arc dcrivd frmi the temperature

difference (created by current difference) between two

hcater ele.ments,. Heater currents i 1 and i 4 are functions

of the voltage (c) across the load and the load current

(i). If the circuit is symetrical and the thermocouples

matched, the voltages produced at the thermocouple junc-

tions are identical if equal currents flow in the heaters.

The thermocouples are connected in polarity so that they are

opposing each other. When there is no load, the combined

thermocouple output is zero. When power is consumed by the

load, the additional current through P1  unbalances the

bridge and produces a resultant thermocouple voltage (V)

which is proportional to the load power. This relationship

for determining power can be expressed as

P. V2 (3.5)
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A digital wattmeter such as the Clarke-Ilcss Model 255 is

a modern electronic measuring device which takes the load

voltage and current signals and multiplies them together to

give ail instLantaneous power output . This instantaneous

power output is fed thrOugh an output tii tring network

which converts the instantaneous powor signal to anl average

power cqiiva lent. This rel at ionsh ip foi dctermi tung power

can be expressed as:

P -iv (3.6)

This average power oquivalent is fed to an analog-to-

digital (AID) converter which is used to drive a count-

er/display network which displays the average power in its

T It ...



equivalent numeric value.

A digital wattmeter can be used to measure both ac and

dc sinusoidal and nonsinusoidal power. The accuracy of a

digital wattmeter such as the Clarke-Hess Model 255 is

dependent on frequency and power factor and is normally in

the rangu + 0.5 to 1.0 percent of full scale and + 0.5% of

reading.

3.2 Encrgy Measuring Meters

Instruments designed to measure the amount of power consumed

in a circuit in a given time interval are known as energy meters.

Some of the various types of energy meters, their basic operating

principle and their principle use will be discussed next.

(1) Clock Meter

The basis of this meter operation consists of a two-

pendulum clock mechanism. Two sets of coils arc energized,

one set by the current passing to the load and the other by

the supply voltage. The voltage coils are carried by the

pendulums and are subjected to a magnetic pull on swinging

past the fixed current coils. This interaction causes an

accelerating force on one pendulum and a retarding force on

the other, and the resulting difference in time period of

oscillation of the two pendulums is arranged to give an

indication on a dial register mechanism, proportional to

the energy passing through the meter.



The clock mechanism is suitable for both ac and dc

energy measurements but the mechanism is complicated and

costly, and is now seldom used.

(2) Motor Meters

Motor meters are energy meters that work on the

principle of motoring action. They have three main parts

consisting of a driven rotating clement (disk), a braking

system., and a clock or dial register. The rotating clement

is driven at a speed proportional to the energy. Pro-

portionality between the energy and speed is given by the

braking system, which supplies a controlling action pro-

portional to the speed of the rotor element. There is no

damping system and the deflecting system now becomes a

rotating system which is coupled to a geared mechanism which

registers in kilowatt-hours.

There are two types of motor mctcr;;. The mercury motor

meter (sec figure .4) which is used for dc energy mea-

surement and the induction meter (see figure 4.10) which is

used for ac energy measurements. The mercury motor meter

is essentially an ampere-hour type metcr but can be

calibrated to read kilowatt- hours since the supply voltage

will normally remain constant. The ac induction watthour

meter is used extensively in residential and industrial

installations and is treated in great detail in Chapters 4

and 8.



A

Figure 3.4 Mercury Motor Energy Meter

Source: W. Alexander, Instruments and Measurements

(London: C1lcaver-Humc Press Ltd., 1962) p.158



3.3 Conclusions

The meters to be used for the measurement of sinusoidal and

non-sinusoidal power or energy for standard industrial applications

arc limited to the following types of meters: (a) electro-

dynamometer, (b) digital wattmeters and (c) induction watthour

meters. The electrodynamomcter and digital wattmeters are most

accurate and operate effectively on both ac and dc power applica-

tions. The induction watthour meter is most commonly used to measure

industrial energy usage and is subject to error when measuring non-

sinusoidal power with high dc current and/or voltage components. For

my experimental work, all three types of meters were used and the

results are summarized in the conclusions of Part II.



CHAPTER 4

OPERATION OF SPECIFIC METERING EQUIPMENT USED FOR
SINGLE-PHASE POWER AND ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

This chapter covers the operation of the power and energy

meters that will be used in the testing phase of this thesis. It

covers specifically the operation of the Clarke-Hess Model 255 Digital

V-A-W Meter, the operation of the General Electric Type P-3 Electro-

dynamic Single-phase Wattmeter, and the operation of the General

Electric Type VM-63-S Induction Watthour Meter. This chapter contains

a discussion of the general cliaracteristics of each measuring device

such as its basic operation and frequency range. It covers the theory

of operation for each meter and gives a short conclusion as to the

accuracy and application of each.

4.1 Clarke-Hess Model 255 V-A-W Meter

General

The Clarke-Hess Model 255 V-A-W mcter (see figure 4.1)

measures average power and true rms voltage and current. These

measurements are essentially independent of the waveshape or power

factor from dc up to a frequency of 100 KHz. The internal wiring

configuration of the Model 255 (201 is composed of six circuit boards

(see figure 4.2) with the input conrols being integrated on the Digital

Control section. Electrically, the main printed circuit boards are

the Analog section, the Digital Control section, and the Power Supply

section. The three smaller printed circuit boards include the

nI 
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Display/Counter and Latch section, the Current Attcnuator board, and

the Voltage Input board.

Figure 4.1 Clarke-Hess Model 255 Digital V-A-W Meter

Source: Clarke-flHcss Corporation, Operation Manual for the Clarkc-Hess
Model 255 V-A-W Meter (New York: Clarke-Hess, 1980) Specifications

'hli basic operation of the Model 255 when used for power

measuircment!; is as follows: The input voltage and current signals are

attenuated, frequency compensated, and amplified and sent to a multi-

plier network which combines both the instantaneous voltage and

current to produce the instantaneous power at its output. Since this

instantaneous power output is independent of waveform, the Model 255

measures dc, sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power. This instantaneous

power output is next fed through an output filtering network which

converts the instantaneous power to an average power. The average

power is then fed to an A/D converter which converts this average power

to a BCD equivalent. This BCD equivalent is sent to the Dis-

play/Counter network which displays this average power in its equi-

valent numeric value. A more detailed explanation of this operation

fol lows.

.4i
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Theory of Operation

The operation of the Clark-lless Model 255 when used to

measure power is described as follows: The signals to be measured

enter the V-A-W meter via the voltage and current input terminals (see

figure 4.1 and figure 4.3). The voltage signal is attenuated and

frequency compensated via a rl-;istivC-capaCitive volLage divider

network, and fed to a buffer network which converts the high impedance

input to a low impedance on r . The output of the bufer is then sent

to the two stage voltage amplifier portion of the Analog sec tion. This

voltage ou1tput is then ;ent to the multiplier. During this time

interval the same operation is occurring on the current signal. The

current signal is converted to a voltage via the input resistance

bridging network, attenuatecd and frequency compensated before being

fed to the two stage current amplifier portion of the Analog section.

Note: no buffer is needed for input impedance conversion as the

bridging resistance is very low (30 milliohms to 20 ohms). This

current (actually a voltage) output is then sent to the multiplier.

The multiplier receives the two analog ,,ignal inputs together with

control inputs and produces the instantaneous product of the inputs

(instantaneous power). After processing by the multiplier output

circuitry, the low frequ,'ncy (near de) portion of this product is

separated out by the output filter network giving an average power

equivalenit which is fed to the Analog to Digital (A/D) converter. The

A/D conversion is accomplished by an Integrator/Comparator network

together with a number of logic contiol circuits from the Digital

section and the digital (oenters on the dis;piay board.

.4
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The operation of the A/D convcrter is brokcn down into two

periods (see figure 4.4), known as SIGNAL and REFERENCE.

vc

vc(t) - - - - -

KIP K2

to -time

signal re',*rcncc
interval interval

Figure 4.4 AiD Converter Operation Periods

During the SIGNAL period the output of the filter nctwork is applied to

the Integrator and a capacitor is charged during this 9.99 milli-

second interval by a current equal to the output filter voltage divided

by the integrator resistance. At the end of this SIGNAL period the

out put filter network is removed and a refercnce signal is applied to

the inte.rator. The period from the time the reference signal is

applied, which is the length of time necessary to completely dischargc

the capacitor back to zero, is known as the REFERENCE period. The end

of the REFERENCE period is generated when the capacitor reaches zcro

volts which causes the Comparator to change states. It can be seen

from figure 4.4 that the average power mcasurement is directly

prol - tional to the output filtei voltage applied during the SIGNAL



interval but is measured based on the decay time (t) of the REFERENCE

in:erval. The output voltage at the end of the SIGNAL interval can be

expressed as:

v,(t o )  = KIPt o  (4.1)

and the output voltage at the beginning of the REFERENCE interval can

be expresscd as:

v (tot Kt (4.2)
C0

By equating the SIGNAL and REFERENCE intervals

KiPt o = K2 t (4.3)

the following results:

t= t 0 P (4.4)

It can be seen that the average power (P) can be equated or is pro-

portional to the time (t), where

t K3 p (4.5)

This time period (L), which is a measure of the average power, is

measured by the use of a digital counter network. The counter output

is moved at the end of the REFERENCE period into the binary coded

decimal (BCD) latches and into the digital display latches on the

Display Counter Latch board. Tiih actual value of the average power is

then read directly from the display on the front of the Clarke-lHess

meter.



Conclusion

Because of its ability to measure power instantaneously and

independent of frequency or waveform variations, the Clarke--ess

Model 255 measures dc, sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power up to a

frequency of 100 KHZ. The accuracy of the Model 255 is specified as +

0.4 per cent of full scale and + 0.? per cent of the readinig.

4.2 Genernl Electric Type P-3 Electrodynamic Wattmeter

General

The General Electric (G.E. ) Type_ P-3 Wattmeter [21,221, is

referred to as an clectrodynamometcr or electrodynamic instrument and

is often further shortened to "dynamometer." The G.E. Type P-3 Watt-

meter is shown in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 General Electric Type P-3 Electrodynamic Wattmeter

Source: General Electric Manual of Electric Instruments, GET-1087A

(New York: Gcneral Electric, 1949) p. 47



The P--3 wattmeter measurcs average power and can be configured

to measure true rms voltage and current. These measurements are

essentially independent of the waveshape from dc up to 133 Hz. The

effect of power factor and harmonic distortion is discussed under

factors which affect the accuracy of the P-3 wattmeter in Chapter 7.

A typical cutaway vicw of a dynamometer mechanism is shown in

figure 4.6 and a front view of the type P-3 dynamometer is showr in

figure 4.7. The principle parts of a dynamometer mechanism are the

frame, the field coils, the moving elements shaft, the armature coil

the lead-in spirals), the control spring, the pointer, balance

weights, the damping vane, the damping magnets, the jewel bearings,

the scale, the pointer stops and the resistance spool.

POINTIER SCALE

POINTER

CONTROL SPIZNC,

BAL EVANE

WEIGH i5,

5PIRAt

S~aft COIL

RESISTANCE SPOOL RANGE SWITCH BINDING Posts
METAL FRAME DAMPING VANE

Figure 4.6 Cutaway View of a Figure 4.7 Front View of a G.E.
Dynamomcetr Mechanism Type P-3 Dynamometer

Source: General Electric, Manual of Electric Instruments, GET-l087A

(New York: General Electric, 1949) p. 49 and p. 51.
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The basic operation of the type P-3 wattmeter is as follows:

the P-3 wattmeter is an instrument that measures power by means of the

torque developed due to the changes in either field or armature

current. Torque is proportional to the product of the field and

armature current, where

T ii 2  (4.6)

The dynamometer mechanism used as a wattmeter is shown in figure 4.8.

This figure shows the field coil (stationary coil) of the mechanism

connected in series with the line and the armature coil (moving coil)

in series with a resistance connected across the line. Since the field

flux is proportional to the line current (il) and the armaLure flux is

proportional to the line voltage (i2 R), the instantaneous torque is

proportional to the instantaneous product of the line current and line

voltage. This instantaneous torque is a measure of the instantaneous

power. Because of its ability to measure power instantaneously and

independent of frequency and waveform variations, the General Electric

Type P-3 Wattmeter measures dc, sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power up

to a trequency of 133 Hz. The P-3 wattmeter is calibrated to read the

average of the instantaneous power pulses or the real power of the

network. A more detailed explanation of this operation follows.
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Figure 4.8 Dynamomecter Mechanism Used as a Wattmneter

Soure: Gencral Electric, Manual of Electric Instruments, GET-1087A
(New York: GCeneral Electric, 1949) p). 51.

Theory of Operation

The operation of the P-3 dynamomneter when used as a wattmeter

is as fol Lows 121,23,24,251: the dynamomneter movement operates on thc

interaction of a fixed or stationary set of coils and a moving set of

coils. This coil arrangement can be represented by figure 4.9, where

the fixed coils (Fl and F 2 ) are connected in series and the moving

coils (Ml and M2 ) arc connected in series. It should be noted that the

P-3 wattmneter uses circular coils for the fixed and moving coils as

they are moce stable as to shape than the oval or flat-sided coils of

earlier design. Also, the fixed and moving coils are two in number and

have their T)lanes parallel. and a short distance apart. This



arrangement gives approximately a uniform magnetic field in the region

between the coils.

FlI

M 2

MIIII 
F 2

Figure 4.9 Plane View of Stationary and Moving Coils
of an Eiec.rodynamometer Mechanism

Source: C.T. Baldwin, Fundamentals of Electric Measurements, (New

york: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1961) p. 84

Considering figure 4.9, let currents i I  and i 2  be the

currents in amperes in the fixed and moving coils and let the plane of

the moving coil in its rcsulting deflected position make an angle 0

with the planes of the fixed coils. Let M be the mutual inductance

between the coils in this position. Then the flux density of the field

produced by the fixed coils is proportional to il and the resulting

force on the conductors of the moving coils for a given field strength

is proportional to i2 . Hence, the torque on the moving coil is

proportional to the product of the currents in the coils and the rate

of change of mutual inductance with respect to the deflection angle, or

i 2 (4 .7 )



The quantity 6M/ 60 is constant over a wide range of e , so cffec-

tively the torque is proportional to ili2 . Since the period of the

moving coil system is much greater than the period of the input

ignal Is , Ohe pointer assumes a posit iou proportiona l to the average

value of the power (P).

Conc ILus ion

Because of its ability to masurc power instantaneously and

independent of frequency or waveform variations, the General Electric

Type P-3 Wattmeter measures dc, sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power up

to a frequency of 133 lz. The accuracy of the P-3 wattmeter is

specified as + 0.2 per cent of full scale value.

4.3 General Electric Type VM-63-S Induction Watthour Meter

General

The General Electric Type VM-63-S is a polyphase induction

watthour meter. For my experimental work, I have modified this meter

for single-phase power measurement by connecting the current coils in

series and the voltage coils in parallel. The VM-63-S watthour meter

is being used because of unavailability of a single-phase watthour

mectr that has contacts available for sensing the number of disk

revolutions. The number of disk revolutions will be counted, averaged

and compared to the average power measured by the Clarke-Hess digital

wattmeter and the General Electric electrodynamomcter wattmeter. The

General Electric Type VM-63-S meter is similar in construction to the

V-64-S meter 1261 shown in figure 4.10.



Figure 4. 10 View~ of internal Construction of thc General
Electric Type V-64-S Induction Watthour Meter

Source: General Electric, How to 'rest and Adjust General Elctric

AC 'Aatthour Meters, GET-813G, (Ncw York: General Electric, 1964) p.13

The General Electric Type VM-63-S induction watthour meter is on

cncrgy mneter. It dif fers from a wattmeter in that a wattmetcr measures

the instant anoos Ipowcr or rate of electric ity Ut ilizat ion; whereas,

the induction watthour Meter integrates all of the instantaneous power

valtus so that the total energy utilized over a period of time is

known. If one is able to hold a load relatively constant over a period

of time, the energy used can be converted to an average power and

compared to the average wattmeter reading for this same time interval.

This method is used in Part 11 of this thesis.



The General Electric induction watthour meLer, whether single

phase or polyphase, measures the energy used over a period of time.

The energy measurement is not independent of the waveshape and the

induction watthour meter is calibrated normally to operate on 50 or 60

Hz sinusoidal signals. Because the induction watthour meter is not

independent of waveform or frequency variations, the use of this meter

for measuring non-sinusoidal power, especially when a large dc

component is present is questionable. The effects of power factor and

harmonic distortion on the induction watthour meter are discussed

under factors which affect the accuracy of the induction watthour

meter in Chapter 8.

The principle parts of a single-phase induction watthour meter are

shown in figure 4.11 . The main parts are the electromagnetic elements

(voltage and current coils), the magnetic breaking system, the moving

elements (guide and disk), and the register.

The principle parts of a polyphase watthour meter are a combina-

tion of single-phase watthour meter elements. The main meter parts

consist of multi-electromagnetic elements, a magnetic breaking system,

the moving elemeants, a register and any necessary compensating

devices.

The basic operation of a single-phase induction watthour meter is

as follows: A torque is created in an induction watthour meter which

causes a rotor disk to turn which in turn drives a number of counting

dial,; at a speed proportional to the product of the supply voltage (ES)

and the load current (Is). This torque is a result of eddy currents in

the disk producing a magnetic flux opposing the inducing flux [the

Jj
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Figure 4.11 Principle Parts of 3 Single-Phase
Induction Watthour Meter

Source: General Electric, Manual of Watthour Meters, GET-1840 (New
York: General Electric, 1950) p. 13.

inducing flux is causcd by a combined action of a magnetic flux

proportional to the supply voltage and a magnetic flux proportional to

the load current). The net torque or the disk then becomes propor-

tional to

'r ESlS Cos 0 (4.8)

where cos is the load power factor. it should be noted that although

frequency is absent from equation 4.8, it will affect the induced eddy

currents and hence the torque. Thus, an induction watthour mctcr is

normally only suitable for use at its calibrated frequecy. As a



result. nonsinusoidal signals with high harmonic content can cause

ser ious rrr (-10 Lo +30" error 128 I 1291) in induction watthour

meter recad ing s. A more detailed explanationI Of the induction watthour

mcttcr operation follows.

Theory of Operation

A single-phase induction watthour meter uses induction motor

action to create its driving torque [23,24,25,27,30,31). Figure 4.12

shows the fluxes produced for a single-phase watthour mater operating

at unity power factor.

111 c'

Yok Gnrl lcti,1950 p. 16.-

Th oo ftemtri nauiu dihskN moute cocetricll o

shft Te taorofth mto i a eecroagetwhchha to et
of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j widnsasmldo - aiaesf-rncr.oewnig

called~ th oeta ol scnc~dars h od h te



winding, called the current coil is connec ted in scrics with the load.

The internal wiring diagram of a single-phase watthiour meter is shown

in figure 4.13.

-4

F igure 4. 13 Internal Wir ing Diagram of Single-Phasc
Induction Watthour Meter.

Source: General Electric, Manual of Watthour Meters, GET-1840 (New
York: Gcneral Electric, 1965) p. 15

The mathematical analysis of an induction wslt thour meter is as

fol lows : AssuIme that the current coil carries a current 11 and

produces a f)L. I o that i s propur t ion il and in phase with 11 Also

assume that the potential coil, which has a high inductance and

negligible resistance, has a current I., which is equal to V,WL. The

flux D2caused by 12 is proportional to V/teL and lags V by 900.

If the load current has a lagging phase ang le , then <V I lags V by

angle 4 and 0~2 lags 4), by (90-4). The pliasor diagram for this

configuiration is shown in figure 4.14.
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F igure 4. 14 1-hasor Diagram for Single-Phasc
Induction Watthour Meter

Source: C T. Baldwin, Fundameutals of Electric Measurmcnts (New York:

Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1961). 125.

Thus the cquations tor both an induction watthokir meter as well as an

induction -..'attrctcr are

T1 C (4.9)

and

1' r I L sin (90-4)) (4.10)
WL

or

T VI cos 4 (4.11)

A further analysis of the induction watthour meter structure

shows that it is somewhat like a transformer that has two primary

windings and two secondaries. The primary windings arc the potential

and currenL coils. The secondaries consist of separate eddy-current

paths within the disk. Because the disk cuts the flux produced by the

current in each of the two coils, potentials are induced in the part of

the disk that i:; in the air gap. Since the disk provides closed

circuits, the induced voltages cause alternating currents (eddy

t.1



currents) to flow. These currents react with thle potential coil and

current coil fluxes to produce torque.

Si liee thle driving torqJuC dcve Ioped by cqua t -in 4 1 1 i! a always

1 iropourt iola I tO tile load current , tho l ine vol tage, and thle powoer

fac tor; the torqlue, as wel 1;as being a mcasurc of the energy used, emii

be made Loa be a ma a,1S( Our at he a a'p ower . A wa tthou r a

mcchian ism canl be uised as ai watteLr niechaism by add ing a pointer,

sc.,lo and counter-torque spring. It should also be notcd that anl

induc ti on wattliour meter operates only on alternating current Cir

cuits, since their operation depends on the production of al ternating

currentls by alternating fluxes. As a result, the induction watthour

meter is not useful for measuring dc energy or power and would measure

in error in an ac circuit that has a high d.c. current component. This

;t atement wil be verified in Part 11 of this thecsis.

Cone, I us i on

BCau~se the induct ion Watth)u r meter is not independent of

wave I rm or frequency variations and bec.-uLse thle indati ion wat thour

fliter is flot des igned to measure dc power , Lithe u of a t bis meter for

mca'1 rn iit. ug n n-s inuso;(idal, power, especiall l ii a dar cd componecnt

i a p r* se;nt as qua St unable. Although pate searc e l : shown anl error

le1(ss than + 10( per cent oc curs whecn at and ard In dusatr ial wa t theur

me'ters are !;Iibjaete(d to nonsinusoidal paver vairiaitions. the verdict ir

not ont as Lt) whe thOr th is error a! too e c a asiye iiiid or the worst

conditions or whether this error will increase, under future loading

a ond i tion s



CHAPTER 5

MEASUREMENT STANDARDS, TYPES OF MEASUREMENT
ERRORS, LIMITING OR GUARANTEE ERRORS, PRECISION AND ACCURACY

This chapter defines the different types of measurement

standards and the various types of measurement errors which occur in

making measurements. It discusses the effects of limiting or

guarantee errors and how they relate to the actual percent error when

-omparing readings at different points on a meter scale. This chapter

defines the terms precision and accuracy and concludes by showing how

all of the above are applied to power measurements.

5.1 Measurement Standards

There arc four different types of standards of measurement

which are classified [25,30,321 by their function and application i.to

the following categories:

(a) International Standards

(b) Primary Standards

(c) Sccodarv Standards

(d) Working Standards

The Internationail Standard., irc defined by international agreements

and are maintained at the International Bureau of Wcights and Measures

and arc not ;ivailable to the ordinary user of measuring instruments for

purposes of comparison or calibration. Thr Primary Standards are

maintained by national standards laboratories in different parts of

the world. The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in Washington is

Ktsponsible Lor maintainence of the primary standards in North

.



America. 'he primary standards arc not availablc for usc outside

the national laboratories but are used primarily for the verification

and calibration of secondary standards. The Secondary Standards are

the basic reference standards used in industrial or college high

precision measurement laboratories. They are periodically sent to the

NBS laboratory for certification of their measured value in terms of

the primary standard, The fourth type of measurement standards are the

Working Standards which are used in measurcment laboratories requiring

precision measurements. Both the secondary standards and the working

standards are at times classified as "Transfer Standards." The

General Electric Type P-3 Electrodynamometur wattmeter is classified

as i transfer standard and is used as the reference standard in Part Il

of this thcsis.

5.2 Typ s of Measurement Errors

'ht error in a measurement is defined as the algebraic

differenct, between the indicated or measured value and the true value.

It is stated in reference [30] that the true value can never be found

(that is the measured value must always be expressed with a tolerance

or uncertainty factor) and as a result the: "true value" is replaced by

"the conventional true value" which is the value the measurand can be

realistically accepted as having. In order to get the most accurate

measurement possible it is necessary to define the different types of

errors and their causes. Errors are usually classified (25,30,321

under three main headings:

(a) Gross Errors,

(h) Sytcmatic Errors,

(c) Random Errors.

.4-



Gross errors mainly result from "human" mistakes in reading or using

instruments and in recording and computing measurement results. Sys-

tematic Errors arc further classified as Instrumental errors, Environ-

mental errors, and Observational errors. Instrumental errors are

errors inherent in the measuring instrument because of its physical or

mechanical construction. Irregular spring tension and improper scale

divisions arc examples of instrumental errors. Insertion error or

meter loading can be classified as a gross or instrumental error. The

cffects of instrument component ageing is also an example of an

instrumental 'rror. Environmcnta:l crrors are errors due to conditions

external to the measuring device, including conditions in the area

surrounding the instrument. Changes in temperature, humidity, baro-

metric prc.surc, magncLic or elccLrostatic fields may result in

improper opcrot ion of lhe in.strument and the resulting error would be

an environmental error. Observational errors are errors that result

from the observer's use of the instruments. As a result, several

observers u ;1ng the same equipment for duplicate sets of measurements

do not necessarily produce duplicate results due to the fact that some

observers will read the meter consistenLly high while other observers

will read the meter consistently low. Systematic errors are also at

times divided into static or dynamic errors. Static errors are errors

cat:;ed by limitation.; of the measuring device or the physical laws

governing its behavior. Dynamic errors arc errors caused by the

instrument not responding fast enough to follow the changes in a

measured vari able. Systomatic errors are those which consistently

reoccur when a number of measurements art: taken. They may be caused by

doterioration of the measurement system (weakened magnetic field,



change in reference resistance value), alteration of the measured

value by the addition or extraction of energy from the element being

measured, response-time effects, and attenuation or distortion of the

measurement signal.

The last major type of errors arc Random errors. Random

errors arc due to unknown causes and occur even when all systematic

errors have been accounted for. Random errors are often a result of

neglecting second order or residue effects. Random errors may also be

a result of noise or induced signals occurring during transient or

steady state conditions. Random errors are accidental, tend to follow

the laws of chance, and do not exhibit a consistent magnitude or sign.

5.3 Limiting or Guarantee Errors

In most indicating instruments, the accuracy is guaranteed to

a certain percentage of full-scale reading. Circuit components are

gurantecd within a certain percentage of their rated value. The limit

of these deviations from the specified values are known as limiting

errors or guarantee errors [25] . The effect of limiting error is shown

by the following example:

Example 5.1

A 0-500w wattmeter has a guranteed accuracy of I per cent of

full-scale reading. The power measured is a) 450w and b) 50w res-

pectively. Calculate the limiting error in per cent.

The magnitude of limiting error is

0.01 X 500w = 5.0w

the percentage error is

5

a) 50 x 100% = l0.0*

*1 .



b) k- x 100% 1.1%
450

The above examplc shows clearly how a meter can be specified as having

an accuracy of 1% of full scale but actually have a limiting error of

greater than 10% at the low end of the scale. This is why a meter

should be read as close to full scale as possible. The above limiting

error is not only applicable to analog meters but to digital meters as

well.

The factors which make up the accuracy or limiting error of a

measuring instrument can be partially accounted for by looking at the

effect that different types of errors have on pointer position. This

is shown graphically in figure 5.1.

n neof ,istonce clonq the ,-Ie

Figure 5.1 Curves Showing Variation Along the Scale
of Various Types of Instrument Error

Source: MCIville B. Stout, Basic Electrical Measurements, (New
Jersey: Preniice-liall, 1960) p. 476.

Figure 5. 1 shows that some errors (Group A) affect the instru-

ment indication about equally at all parts of the scale, while others

(Group B) increase in proportion to the reading. The abscissa repre-

sents the scale of the instrument. Errors, plotted as ordinates to a

I..



linear scale, rcpresent the actual distance thc instrument pointer is

from its true position. The errors are classified [33] into two

groups.

(a) Croup A

This group comprises those cffects that tend to produce
errors of the same magnitude at any point of the scale

and include scale error, zero crror, reading error,
parallax error and friction error.

(b) Group B

This group comprises those effects thaL produce errors
proportional to the pointer dellection and include
errors caused by incorrect resistaucc, the effects of

temperature on resistance, control springs, and the

strength of permanent magnets in dc instruments, the
effect of frequency on reactive components.

The total error experienced is made up of the effects from Group A

and B but the actual error may differ as the components enter to

different extent in various cases. The Composite curve of figure 5.1

illustrates the general effect that may be expected. It should be

noted that smaller errors may be anticipated at midscale than at full

scale but not ini proportion to the readings.

The et result of limiting error is that the error at

different parts ,F the scale is more nearly constant in actual amount

than it is as a pe-rcentage of the reading being taken. Therefore, the

abbreviated marking "Accuracy: 1.0 per cunt" really means that the

error at any point on the scale will not cxcced 1.0 per cent of the

full-scale read ing.

5.4 Precision and Accuracy

Precision and accuracy are often thought of as being inter-

changeable. In measurement work, however, it is necessary to provide



further distinction between the two. Precision and accuracy are

defined as follows:

(a) Precision

(1) Precision refers to the degree of agreement within a group

of measurements or instruments. It is composed of two

characteristics: conformity and the numbcr of signifi-

cant figures to which a measurement may be made [251.

(2) Precision is a measure of the rcproducibility of the

measurement or is a measure of the degree to which

successive measurements differ from one another [25].

(3) Precision is a measure of the spread of repeated deter-

ininations of a particular quantity. Precision depends on

the resolut-lun (tile smallest change in mcasured value to

which the instrument will respind) of the mvasurement

means and vari.ations in the measured value caused by

instabilities in the measurement .;ystern [33].

(b) Accuracy

(1) Accuracy refers to the degree of closeness or conformity

to which an instrument rcading approaches the true value

of the variable being measured [251.

(2) Accuracy is conforming exactly to truth or to a stan-

dard[32].

(3) Accuracy is a statement of the limits which bound the

departure of a measured value from the true value.

Accuracy includes the imprecision of the measurement

along with all the accumulated errors in the measurement



chain extending from the basic reference standards to the

measurement in question 1331.

(4) Accuracy is the quality which characterizes the ability

of a measuring instrument to give indications equivalent

to the true value of the quantity measured. It should be

expressed in terms of tolerance or uncertainty 130).

It can be deduced from the above dejinitions that a measure-

ment system may provide precise readings, all of which are inaccurate

because of an error in calibration or a defect in the system. It can

also be said that precision is a ncccsary prerequisite for accuracy but

precision does not guarantee accuracy.

5.5 Conclusions

The application of measurement standards, a knowledge of

different types of errors, and a clear understanding of the distinc-

tion between precision and accuracy are all necessary ingredients for

accurately measuring power. The need for defining the variables that

can affect measurements is often overlooked and as a result, the

experimental data produced and conclusions drawn are in error.

Another reason for considering the above variables prior to doing any

experimental work is that it gives the experimenter a chance to devise

sound experimental techniqupes that eliminate many of the gross and

systematic (error.:. The next three chapters surmnarize the gross,

systematic and random errors that are associated with the test

equipment used in Part II of this thesis.



CHAPTER 6

FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE ACCURACY OF THE
CLARKE-HESS, MODEL 255 V-A-W METER

This chapter discusses the types of gross, systematic and

random errors that may occur with the use of the Clarke-H1ess, Model

255 Digital Wattmeter [20,30,341. It discusses the limiting or

guarantee error which in essence defines the accuracy of the Model 255

wattmeter. The chapter concludes with a discussion of why the Clarke-

Hess, Model 255 V-A-W meter is an accurate power measuring device.

6.1 Gross Errors

The gross errors associated with the operation of the

Model 255 wattmeter result from failure to zero meter, failure to read

the digital display properly, failure to apply any necessary cor-

rection factors, failure to notice an "input overload" condition and

failure to record the data correctly. For the Model 255 wattmeter the

gross errors are normally negligible and can be kept to a minimum if

multiple readings are taken and if good experimental techniques are

used.

6.2 Systematic Errors

The systematic errors associated with the operation of the

Model 255 wattmeter are classified as a) instrumental errors and b)

environmental errors.

- - i
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a) Instrumental Errors

Instrumental errors are inherent metcr errors caused by:

(1) instrument power losses

(2) changes in power factor

(3) changes in frequency

(4) crest factor

(5) measurement rate

(6) changes in waveform

(7) ageing electrical properties

The following is a discussion of the instrumental errors that

may be associated with the operation of the model 255

wattmetcr.

(I) Instrument Power Loss

The instrument power losses associated with the Model 255

are a result of insertion losses duc to the physical connec-

tions made by the voltage and current circuits. The two

methods for connecting the Model 255 wattmeter for measuring

power arc shown in figure 6.1(a) and 6.1(b).

Ge.',,. rator

I RS RV COM

CURRENT Load VOLTAGE

External Connection

Figure 6.1(a) 12RS Correction Connection

$1i
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Generator

RS RV COM

CUREN Load ~
CURRENTVOLTAGE

External Conn~ection

Figure 6.2(b) V2 /RV Correction Connection

Source: Clarke-Hess, Operation ManUal for Clarke-Hiess Model 255
V-A-W Meter (New York: Clarke-Hess, 1980) p. 1-4

In figure 6.1(a) the wattmeter reads high by the correc-

tion factor (12RS) since the current I passes through the

current-circuit resistance (RS). As a result this added power

loss needs to be subtracted from the reading. In figure

6.1(b) thle wattmeLer reads high by thle correction factor

(V 2 /RV) since the voltage drop across the voltage circuit

resistance (RV) results in an added power loss which must be

subtracted from the reading. The type of connection to be

used is dependent on which connection will give a more

accurate reading. Normally for the Model 255 wattmeter thec

12 RS connection is used because of the capability of the

meter to expand power measurements onl a PXlO position. In

this position both thle input vol tage and input current mnust be

less than /40 per cent of the(ir full tscale valuies. The result

of using the PXlO pos;it ion is an addi tional decade of

resoiiit ion wh Icl rcsu its in a more, prec iso reading. In thle



PXIO position the 12 as connect ion sho-ld be used. For the

Model 255 wattmcter with a 120 volt ;upply and a circuit

current between 0 to 5iamps, the V2 /RV loss is approximately

0.003 watts and the I 2 Rs loss varies bctwcen 0 to 0.7 watts.

I have used the I 2R.S connecLion in my c'xpcrimental work to

allow for use of the expanded PXIO position as well as for

circuit wiring consistency with OhW VM-63-5" induction watt-

hour meter and the P-3 analog wat taters.

(2) Changes in Power Factor

Thc Model 255 is affected by changc: in poLer factor. SCc

table 6.1 for variations in stated accuracy .e, both the. power

factor and frequency iv; chan g ed. ITh tV pe of concction

used (either I 2 RS or '2 /RV) tit-measiri:g power has litt I

affect near unity power factor. At %'vry low powcr iactors the

l2 Rc connect ion should not be ;cd bccau, I;ertous ;rrrs

between 75 to 90 per cent could r, sult dnu to inscrtion

losses. The accuracy data above a. times that proper correc-

tion term and connection has becn applied. In tht experimen-

tal work done in Part II of this thesis, changc in power

factor did not have a significant effect as the power factor

wa.s; maintained greater than 0.5.

(3) Changes in Frequency

Th, accuracy of the Model 255 is alfcc Led by changes in

friquency as can be seen by Tablc (. 1 . One of the main cause6

for this accuracy chan ,c is due to changes in the series

imped;nce ()t the' current cir cuit. At low frequencies this

ip ((;la c i ! .:; iv e. At high fruquencics the input serics



Table 6.1

Specifications for Accuracy

POWER Po.,erPower Fa. ter . A... .
inipu*t V A.

%' FS 6" F 

0 , ' A (2 , A U.G. d,

e A € 'VA I

Power Factor (2 Pow_r -_ 05h11put V A

... . .. i]H," 2tkIt: L ! 5H . ' . " t.t.,l: ,] .

SVAI j

... .. ... . :,-. ..

Adapts (.d f ron C)akle a. -ra ion
I.111u1al for the Clarke-1iess de25

V M1e ter (Ncw Yorzk: Clor kc-licss, 1 93W

Specificot ion.,;

iipcdaneeo may c ul. ain a a igniti cantL inductivu component . The

effe ct of fruenctcy chango on thle experimental data1 in Part 11

was ntgligibie due to low operating frequcncy (60 liz) .

(4) Crest Factor

Crest factor 1341 is the ratio of the peak value to the

rms value of an ac waveform. The Model 255 will normally

measure pulse or spike inputs with peak values of four times

the full scale dc value, In the case of peak to peak values

around a zero average the Model 255 will measure spike inputs



up to eight times the full scale dc value. The ability of thc

Model 255 sensing Circuitry to operate and respond to these

dynamic changes in amplitude adds to the accuracy of the power

measurement. For most input signal; including diode recti-

fied and SCR waveforms the crest factor is normally less than

3,.1. 'rhe Model 255 Is rated at crest factors up to 3:1 and as

a result crest factor had a negligible effect on the ex-

perimental data in Part 11.

(5) Masurcument Rate

The measurement rate and the displav rate arc locked to

the power line frequency and arc normally setL it 10 readings

per seco)nd for 60 Hiz ope rat ion. Tbi s Iu ~ rate Was fast

enoki for the c t taken in Pirt 11.

(6) Cli;nngee in Wavefoerms

W;iveform vni ot ons can bean ctlfe t on ti, Mode l25

mea so r ii; c irecuitry if thO 11:p n o s o ateeii to

n'ra 5!rc the inuput signal var izat ion or it L he creSt factor

I i~ni t ti on!; arc exceede d Since the Model 2 5i!; a true rms

and instLant aneoos Se asor ing d ev ic a and s incce neither the

saly i ~'rate or crest factor I itn;it ations were, exceedd

)oIvcforui errors ware conside red ne.,jigibic f )r the testing

done in P'art 11.

(7) Ageing El1ectrical Properties;

The at feet of ageiing on various c ircuit :o-mponents is not

S pee Cifi d in the ope(r atI en anLUal . The tole ranc e or accuracy

of the Model 255 is guarainteed for one, year. If practical and

cost effcti.ve, the Mode I 255 shouild he, recal ibrated every



year. For the Model 255's used in Part II the calibration

dates were December 1980 for SN 656 and SN 657 and June 1982

for SN 5955. These meters were bought and shipped to Colorado

State University around January and August 1982 and were

tested in Part II without rocalibration due to economic

considerations as well as the fact that these meters were

hardly ever used and hopefully had maintained their accuracy.

Operational calibration procedures were perfor-med prior to

testing.

b) Environmental Errors

The environmental errors are errors due to external and

internal influenccs not associated directly with the components

that go into the fabrication of the instrument. Some ol the

enviroumcntal crrors that may arise tor the Model 255 are caused

by:

(1) amb ient-temperature influence

(2) :;e] f heating influence

(3) stray-field influence

The following is a discussion of environmental errors that

may be associated with the operation of the Model 255 wattmeter.

(1) Ambient-temperature Influence

Normally, digital meters have a specific per cent change

per de&ree centigrade change (eg. + 0.01 per cent per degree

cent igrade). The specifications for the Model 255 state an

operating temperature range of 0°C to 500 C with specified

.1cor icy maintained l , twe n 150 (; to 350 C. For the

bom..



experimental work done in Part 11 all tests were conducted

within the specified temperature range.

(2) Self-hcating Influence

The self-heating influence is caused by the temperature

rise due to the 12R losses in the instrument. For the model

255 the 5 amp scale will have a "drift" caused by sclf-heating

of the internal shunt if it is used for currents above 7.5

amperes. For the experimental work in Part II, the current was

maintained below 5 amperes so this; effect was negligible.

(3) Stray-field Influence

The influence of stray fields on the model 255 is not

specified. Since specific manufacturing design criteria is

i not s;pcii led and since no extcruia] fields wort, introduccd for

tit ,xp'rim.,,nta:l work, the e-ff ct of stray-field influcncc is

considered negligible for the experimental work done in Part

IL.

6.3 Raindom Errors

The random errors associated with the operation of the Model 255

wattmeter are unpredictable and probably would be a result of noise or

transient ovcr- or under-voltage conditions. Random errors arc

; considered to be negligible unless specifically stated as an experi-

mental variable in Part I1 of this thesis.

6.4 Limiting or Guarantee Error

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the Model 255 is subject to limiting or

guarantee error. The limiting error or stated accuracy for the Model

t - i



255 is + 0.6 per cent of full scale and + 0.4 per cent of the reading

for dc to 30 liz and + 0.4 pcr cent of full sea Ie and -0.2 per cent of

the reading for 30 to 50 Kllz at power factors greater than 0.5. The

following example illustrates this error. For a reading of 500 watts

on a 60 iz systcm and using the 5 amp and 1000 volt range, a limiting

error of (20 + i) + 21 watts could occur. For a reading of 500 watts

using the 5 amp and 200 volt range, a I miting error of (4 + 1) + 5 watts

could occur. This limiting error could be very significant at 1.)w power

readings.

6.5 Conclusions

The Clarke-less Model 255 Wattmeter is a versatile and accurate

measuring device and can be used to measure de, sinusoidal and non-

sinusoidal power. The effects of gross or human errors arc kept to a

minimum if good experimental technique is used. The effects of

systematic errors due to changes in power factor, frequency and wave-

form are negligible. The Model 255 is a fast responding measuring

device and will measure signals with a crest factor of up to 3 to I

accurately. The two most important systcmaLic errors occur due to

instrument insertion power losses and due to the ageing properties of

electrical componctns. Both of these instrumental errors can be

minimized if power loss correction factors and proper meter connec-

tions arc used and if the meter is calibrated on a yearly basis. The

effects of environmental errors due to (I) ambient-temperature in-

fluence (2) self-heating influence and (3) stray-field influence are

negligible if the Model 255 is operated in its normal temperature and

current range and environment. The effects of random errors on the

Model 255 are unpredictable and are considered to be negligible. The

.4 il



effct of limiting or guarantee error is only significant at low power

readings at the low cud of the voltage X current power range.

Thec reason why the Clar-kc-less Model 255 is an accurate measuring

deVICe resullts- from its abili ty to measure, instantaneously the average

power throu.,j the ti,,e 01 its digital cleetronic circuitry. The M1odel

2,15 I S not Jdversl,,v al I- ed C 'V many i Ith nl('ormal t ypes of meter

(vrrer:; and oilfers low ( rctii t Ioat in;I, Vich a.cura.-y of the Model 255

is stnfti i L t o riIv t Oll I ilad indo:;i i l-ld I ic t ions and its

verSatlility as iln rins, v, .1 tap :inl nurnh-i anli iv,,r.-gc pewor meter makes

it zi very usefuil meter for nh i i a ill tviwe ot CIT :Ii t parameters.



CHAPTER 7

FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE ACCURACY OF THE
GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE P-3 ELECTRODYNAMIc WATTMETER

This chapter di ccus :-os the types of gross, :y:;tcmatic and

random errors that may occur wit'n thk, usc of the (icral Electric Type

P-3 Electrodynamometer wattmeter f23,22,13,14,30,32]. It dicusses thL

limiting or guarantee error which in essence defines the accuracy of

the P-3 wattmeter. The chapter concludes with a discussion of why the

General Elcetric Type P-3 Wattmetcr is an accurate power measuring

device.

7.1 Gross Errors

The gross errors associated with the operation of the P-3

wat tmctcr resil t from failure to zero the meter, failure to read the

meter properly and apply any necessary corrcction or multiplying

factors, parallax error, and errors in recording the data correctly.

For the F-3 wattmer'r the gross errors are normally negligible and can

be kept to a inimunm if multiple readings are taken and if good

exp.r iment;] techniques arc used.

7.2 Systematic Errors

Thc systematic errors associated with the operation of the P-

3 wattmeter are classified as: a) instrumental errors and b) environ-

mental errors.



a) Instrumental Errors

Instrumental errors are inherent meLer errors caused by:

(1) instrument power losses

(2) voltage-coil inductance

(3) volt:e,,c-coil capacitance

(4) mutual inductance

(5) eddy currents

(6) changes in power factor

(7) changes in frequency

(8) changes in waveform

(9) physical construction defects

(10) ageing electrical and mechanical properties

The following is a discussion of instrumental errors that

may bc ,' s-ociated with the opo r:ition of the I- 3 wattmeter.

(1) Instrument Power Loss

The instrument power losses associated with the P-3

wattmeter are a result of insertion losses due to the

physical connections made by the voltage and current- coil

circuits. The two method:, for connecting the P-3 wattmeter

for ine'string power art shown in figurc 7.1(a) and 7.l(b).

in figure 7. t(a) the wattmeter reads high by the correction

lactor (lL 2 RC ) since the culrrent IL Pzs, ;s through the

current coil r(,sistance (Rc). As a resul t this added power

loss needs to be subtracted from the reading. In figure

7. l(b) the wattmeter reads high by the correction factor

(Vl2 /RV ) since the voltage drop across the voltage coil

resistance (RV) (neglecting any inductive effects of the

.4',



L
Suppy IV

P-3 Wattmeter

0-

7.1(b') VL2/RC Correction Connection

volag RoC eut na de pwrls hc utb

accuratercading Normlly fr th P wtt trte

voltage cocI)n ieuls more acae boerlosns current of

4.0 amps. In practice however, the VL2 /RV connection is

normal ly Uf cd be( ausc it is easier to correct for a

relatively constant loss in the voltage-co~il circuit than



for the varying loss in the current-coil circuit. For the

P-3 wattmeter the IL2RC losses vary betwecn 0 to 2.0

watts, while the VL2 /RV losses are constant at 1.3 watts.

I have used the 1L2 RC connection in my experimental work

for circuit wiring consistency with the VM-63-S induction

watthour meter and the Clarke-Hlcss digital wattmeters.

(2) Voltage-coil Inductance

The torque developed in the P-3 wattmeter is a result

o[ the load current IL and the voltage-coil current I V

and the angle between these currents, where

T a ILIV cOs 0 (7.1)

If the effect of inductance in the voltage coil is neg-

leced, then torqu, e is related as follows

T Ct cos O (7.2)
R

where I is the current-coil current, V is the voltage

coil voltage and R is the voltage coil resistance. In

practice, the voltage coil has some inductance (P-3

vol tage coi inductance is approximately 5 milli-hCnry.s)

,,ind a resulLing ractancc. This reactance results in phase

displacement () fr current V . Sc,: figure 7.2 (a) and

(b) for phasor diagram: with and without inductive ef-

fects.

i 'I I -I ~ t * A



'The resulting effect of inductance is that the

voltage-coil current IV  is altered and equal to

IV - Cos a (7.3)

where

RCos (X'R2X

Q'JR X' (7.4)

' V V

VIV

I=lL I=I L

( ) (b)

F igure 7.2 (a) Non-inductive Voltage Coil
(b) Inductive Voltage Coil

Source: C.T. Baldwin, Fundamentals of Electric Mcas;urc-
menits, (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co.,
1961), p. 91

and the resulting torque becomes

To IV

T cos cl cos ( -a) (7.5)R

Comparison of equation (9.2) and (9.5) shows that the

correction factor by which the torque or deflection must be



multiplied is

cos 6 (7.6)

cos a cos (0-a)

For the P-3 wattmeter C is normally very small and has

little effect for low frequcncy, :;iuusoidal input signals.

(3) Voltage-coil Capacitance

Capacitance is present in the series resistance of the

voltage-coil circuit. The net effect of this capacitance

is to reduce thc angle or offset the inductance of the

voltage coil. Normally at power-line frequencies and at

power factors above 0.5 the effect of capacitance is

negligiblc for the P-3 wattmetr.

(4) Mutual Inductance

A small error may be introduced in the P-3 wattmeter

duc to mutual inductance between the current and voltage

coils. A small cmf is induced in the voltage-coil circuit

duC to th load curru'It in the c,,rrcnL coil.. This error is

normally very small Cor the [-J wattmeter and is not easily

calculated unlcs:; the variation in mutual inductancc with

angle 0 is known. Tho net effect of mutual inductance

would cause the meter to read low with lagging power factor

loads and high with leading power factor loads at the

upper half of the scale and read high with lagging power

factor loads and low with leading power factor loads at

the lower half of the scale.

'II



5 Eddy Cui rcunt,

An'. mass t i Iflot3 II itc lose pre:K::.ity t, t0 coil carry

cur rent will Iiavk ddv cur runt s induo :;d in it arid thc

magnetic I id pr odiictd by thcse- cnrrent W1 WI I1 rcac tWith

the cuirrelt 31nd Vti tdrp 0oilI fiCld;. Ft k'1,t (_f'Lu t willI

have some ncegi i-,bi.. -i Ict ont dc fi ICCt i II,, Lto1rque and will.

vary w It h pow(:r f:1, L or .For ttic P-3 wa~tMtmeter this effeCt

is iiugligible as the mctal structuire Is ke:pt to a minimum

and is chosen o f lit cr ia IWiLh low h vst Lre s is, h igh

s at urat ion dcns itLy and h igh rcs istLi v It.L,

(6) Cha-nges in Power Faictor

o2wt r f :,, Lo r ke rors are c autted v tiLe ind u ct vt

reaict ancd oft i.e vtueand ,ti r( iit. coil1s whi i ( c si th

currtenL to 1 z*i, tie V. ijt age dec,;V it on t I, -, juc~n'cv of

th cIIIut s Lstated utii r th' . vo Is:-o iadue tan;,'

explasnali on theI phaI.se :ing e0We it theIC 10i- curt tnt ind

voILage Cotl trcn i s advt -1 1Y a: tI I ! kY- ne

C f feOc t , 0 spe cily aLtO lo rOWer f ac taor and !I i,,,h f rtji, ney

is a reduc tion in torque. Thb i rkdkl t ion i n t orcuo can

result i'n er ror 11 the centrel spring is not ds ignt d to

offer lecss COUntcrtorque. In the care of the P-3 watt-

meter, it is not designed to i c a low power factor meter

and should be operated above 0.5 power,. lactor.

(7) Changes in Frequency

FrcqueCncy errors are errors caused by the effect of too

high or too low of a frequent' . As mentioned carlier,

higher frequt jc(s cause more induct ive reactance and



rest 1- t I tsS currclnt at a greater pha.Se di.aplace.)nn in

t. Il 4 t ageC-c Oji 1 r ci Lit. TIi I I SL f fee C a mor s p roncnuncud

i. n t ron -curt - than in air- t.core iil:. L rumen t s zand is onc rea son

wily the Voltage coil of thc P-13 wattme'ter is made With a3

mninimum number- uf turns nieasary to provide adequate

torque. F requency er-rors art, alIso rul ated to eddy currentl

IossCS as thu' eddy current losses incrca.sc at higher

frequency. Generally speaking, the P-3 wattmeter is

negligibly affccted by frequency errars primnarily due to

its low inductance.

(F) Chaziges in Waivetoriz

Wavcfornm crrors arc errors; caused b-y the metLer being

adtverselIy affectted b v non-si no soidca or non-pc ri ed ic .a i g

aa 1I S. These sigaals or distorted waves arc composed of

eVra1ha roli,' e aOVc the £ Ulid.-amen ta and the nc t resul1

s ta milIar to frcquency d ca t rt 1011 where the I nductive re-

-t~ance of the' eutrrent ind voltagc coll changes. Th is

ehangc in induic tive re'actance, can :ause a change in voltz age

;111d current-call Icurr rnt and re an,, I t inl a greater phase d is-

pl aciilt wh i -ih ;iffec ts thek torqItIe devclopedI and henet the

power reading. Vie effect of waveform errors on the P-a) is

a Ons ide red to be neg 1i iblIc

(9) P1hvsic.il Construction JDefects

Physical Con'etructi~l on def'ctS are- normally a rc'sul t of

err or s iTlILI oduLcd inl the maim fact ore Of tile met or. Some

poss;ible, construct ion efcswhich would result in error

could he seal' erroira; frictijonal errort' due' to tlie Pivot



or jewel being t~u b0o.re Or too tightIi and errors dut- to

imrproper spring tenision. For a calibrated- P--) wattmeter it

is assumed that thecse eruors arc negligib le.

(10) Ageing Electric al and, Mechanical Properties

The ef[fect.,; of ageing in the e lectrical lpropcrtics such

as resistanicc and Inductance over time is negligible for

the P-3 wattMeter. The effects Of age ing in the MeChIanical

propert ies such as spring tonsion and pivot and jewel wear

may be signiticant if noL ca] ,'bratcd on a rcegular basis.

'The construct ion of tlire 11-3 wat ticrtcr is of high prec is ion

Iua I ty parts a nd iio rma -ivI errors due L( ae i ng are

b ) Environmental Err-ors

Er iorrnntaleros r- eros u to external -11d

n rT r-alI i nf ILuenceis nt. a ,s o~ i t ,(I;1 irc L I w it h t he c )Ni p 0-

elaL ao Ir( Irthie fabr icat ion o I tire inst rument, Sm i)lcC

rho ivirtoimnt al et erors thrat may o r ise arc, cauted b-,

(I aimbient-temperature inf luenIce

(2 sel f-heat irg influenice.

-5) str-ay-field infLcec

The fol lowing is a d iscussion of environmental errors that

may be associated withi the operati-on of the P-3 wattincter.

(1) Anil)ient-tvinrporat ure Influence

Changes in ambi ent temperature atffeet the res istance

of tihe instrumntil and tire elasticity of its control pig

'The resistanice of the vol tage coil has a positive temper-

ature coefficient which Coul1d cau1Se the Meter to read low



as the arnh ini tempterature r- i s f s. The ifft et of resistaInce

chIange; i s of fset b y the dCf !Ct Lf t 1, ( c onutr oI s pr inug

change .c The controlI spring hi :1 a ega LiV' teMpe(rature,

CoC tfileu1 1whiCh CoUI( cus the Ullltttr to r:id! ilgh aIS the

amb i c f)t tcenper ature is r a i :;d. flhe ore r a 1 c fcc t of

awmh i unt -t cilpera tiUrc 01n t n.' P- I 4J at t11W'tOr apjpears' to bc

negligible. Thu specification on the -IMeter states that

the change in recading, does not oxc4c~d 0.01 per cent per

0 degree cent igrzid-.

(2) efiea gIt nc

'Thek 'iel f-heatinug inf luenvce' is cauised by the te.. iper-

aItUr ri V' dueI t 0 tlle I 1'R losses- inl tii;' I li t ut wind ings

and (I is I nr I hoea I e f ftc t 'i ie -1it ing on, LueI

P- 3 Wattmeter apasto be ncgli ii ; : :ap'na o S

piovidctd. The s;pCei.fi Ca Li,11 011 the. 1 Mc3 eter states that

the chance in raigdoe's nitL cXCL(ed .2wr nIPf

'3rl L'- m, ti- c r mod (u m ci iLI. dkI ' hL - '

1 Ii CCi ti Of.c oS t. r I t Ii Cu 1!; 1) 1c u- r i-I

;I ;im uit d t ro~ cn'.m I(I t i nd 1) c cl - I: o f i L 'a I, h

Cuf i p t i ')I:: I C, Lui th U i ' ;I llt %' ti t1 1 1),

torqoue created by thetse stra I -1 i el U17s
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7.3 Random Errors

The random errors associated with the operation of the P-3

wattmeter are unpredictable and probably would be a result of noise or

transient over or under-voltagc conditions. Random errors arc

considered to be negligible unless specifically stated as an experi-

mental variable in Part II of this thesis.

7.4 Limiting or Guarantee Error

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the P-3 wattmeter is subject to

limiting or guarantee error. The limiting error or stated accuracy

for the P-3 wattmeter is specified as + 0.2 per cent of full scale value

or direct current and on alternating current of any frequency up to 133

Hz at power factors greater than 0.5. The limiting error for the P-3

wattmeter translates to a + 1 watt to + 4 watt error depending on scale

being used. This error is normally only significant at readings at the

low end of the scale.

7.5 Conclusions

The General Electric Type P-3 Electrodynamometer wattmeter is

a versatile and accurate measuring device and can be used to measure

dc, sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power. The effects of gross or human

errors are kept to a minimum if good experimental technique is used.

The effects of systematic errors due to voltage-coil inductance and

capacitance, mutual inductance, eddy currents, changes in frequency

and changes in waveform are negligible. Systematic errors due to

changes in power factor are negligible if power factor is greater than

0.5. The systematic errors that occur most often arc errors due to

insertion losses, physical construction defects and the ageing of



mechanical components such as bearings and springs. All of these

systematic errors can be minimized if power loss correction factors

are used and if regular calibration and maintenance is performed. The

effects of environmental errors due to (1) ambient-temperature in-

fluence, (2) self-hcating influence, and (3) stray-field influence are

negligible if operated in its normal temperature and current range and

environment. The effects of random errors are unpredictable and are

considered negligible. The effect of limiting or guarantee error is

only significant at low power readings (below 50 watts).

The reason why the P-3 electrodynamometer wattmeter is an

accurate measuring device results from its ability to measure instan-

taneously the average power by developing a torque which is propor-

tional to the instantaneous voltage and current. This accuracy is also

a result of high precision and high quality parts used in its

fabrication. The P-3 wattmc:er is not adversly affected by many of the

normal types of meter errors and offers low circuit loading at low

frequencies.

/I



CHAPTER 8

FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE ACCURACY OF THE
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE VM-63-S INDUCTION

WATTHOUR METER

This chapter discusses the types of gross, systematic, and

random errors that may occur with the use of the General Electric Type

VM-63-S Class 10 Induction Watthour Meter [23,27,31,35].- It discusses

the limiting or guarantee error which in essence defines the accuracy

of the induction watthour meter. The chapter concludes with a dis-

cussion of why the VM-63-S induction watthour meter is or is not an

accurate energy (power) measuring device.

8.1 Gross Errors

The gross errors associated with the VM-63-S induction

watthour meter result from manufacturer's or test laboratory's cali-

bration errors, failure to make necessary meter compensating adjust-

ments for low power factor loads, failure to read and record data

correctly and failure in computational analysis of data. For the VM-

63-S meter used in Part II, the magnitude of the gross error is

considered to be negligible unless specifically stated otherwise.

8.2 Systematic Errors

The systematic errors associated with the operation of the

induction watthour meter are classified as a) instrumental errors and

b) environmental errors

* /



a) Instrumental Errors

Instrumental errors are inherent meter errors caused by:

(1) instrument power losses

(2) improper meter adjustments

(3) changes in voltage

(4) overload

(5) changes in frequency

(6) changes in waveform

(7) changes in power factor

(8) physical construction defects

(9) ageing electrical and mechanical properties

The following is a discussion of instrumental errors that

may be associated with the operation of the VM-63-S induction

watthour meter.

(1) Instrument Power Loss

The instrument power losses associated with the VM-

63-S watthour meter are a result of insertion losses due to

the physical connections made by the voltage and current-

coil circuits. Just like the P-3 wattmeter the two

connections are the 12 RC and V2 /Rv correction connec-

tions which are shown in figure 8.1(a) and 8.1(b). For

the VM-63-S induction watthour meter the 12RC losses vary

between 0 and 1.25 watts, while the V2 /RV losses are

constant at 93.5 watts. The large V 2 /R V loss results from

the low voltage-coil resistance of 154 ohms and as a result

the 12RC connection must be used to prevent large

systematic error.
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: Figure 8.1(b) 12/Rc Correction Connection

(2) Improper Meter Adjustments

The correct operation of an induction watthour meter

is dependent on three main adjustments. These adjustments

arc the full-load adjustment (also called the main speed

adjustment), the light-load adjustment (also called the

friction adjustment) and the inductive-load adjustment

/ .



(also called the lag adjustment). The full-load ad-

justment provides for the correct magnetic- breaking

action to give the proper speed when the meter is operated

at rated voltage and current at unity power factor. The

full-load adjustment has approximately the same effect on

meter operation at all loads. The light-load adjustment

conpensates for the effect of factors which have neg-

ligible effect at full load but would introduce appreci-

able error at light load. Some of these light load factors

are friction, lack of linearity of driving torque with

respect to load current and the existence of torques due to

the potential flux alone. The light load adjustment

results in a compensating torque which is constant. The

effect of this adjustment on meter accuracy is inversely

proportional to load. The inductive- load adjustment is

used to provide the full 90 degree lag necessary between

the voltage-coil flux and the line voltage to give correct

measurement at all power factors. If this inductive- load

adjustment is not properly made serious meter errors will

result at power factors less than unity.

One last adjustment that needs to be made is for meter

"creep" which causes the disk to rotate slowly at no load

(zero current in current coil). This creep is usually

caused by too large of a friction- compensating torque and

is corrected for by drilling two small holes in the disk

which open circuit the eddy currents in the disk which

results in a small locking torque. The net effect of

: . - , ,- - .• *-6 m .



improper meter adjustments for the induction watthour

meter is that large errors will result in meter readings if

the meter is improperly adjusted.

(3) Changes in Voltage

In theory an increase of the voltage applied to the

voltage circuit should increase the driving torque pro-

portionately; however, in practice an exactly proportion-

al increase in disk speed will not occur for the following

two reasons [231.

"(i) The breaking torque in a meter is mainly produced

by the cutting of the flux of the permanent magnet,

but is partly due to cutting of the alternating fluxes

of the voltage and current magnets. This is of little

moment as long as these alternating fluxes are of

constant rms value. Increase of the voltage flux

clearly violates this condition and causes the meter

to run slow. This effect is important at higher loads

and is minimized by keeping the value of braking-

magnet flux as high as possible in comparison with the

voltage-magnet flux.

(ii) Increase of the voltage flux increases the

friction- compensating torque produced by the voltage

flux and tends to cause the meter to run fast. This

is the more important effect at light loads."

The effect of changes in voltage is negligible providing

these voltage changes are not large or frequently occur-

ring.
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(4) Overload

The term "overload" means that the current in the

current coil, while not large enough to cause damage, is in

excess of the rated current of the meter. Often under

actual load conditions current in excess of rated current

exists and the result is the meter tends to run slow due to

saturation of the current magnet and the increase in the

small braking torque produced by the flux of the current

magnet. The effect of overload is negligible providing

this condition does not exist for extended periods of time.

(5) Changes in Frequency

Changes in frequency from the calibrated value causes

a variation in the reactance of the voltage-coil circuit

and a variation in the amount of compensation in the phase

compensating circuit. Under normal operation this fre-

quency variation falls within a narrow range and is

negligible for 60 Hz sinusoidal signals. When non-

sinusoidal signals are encountered, the effects of fre-

quency variations can be significant.

(6) Changes in Waveform

Since waveform variations are composed of several

harmonics, the net effect is similar to frequency dis-

tortion where the inductive reactance of the current and

voltage coils changes. This change in inductive reactance

can cause a change in voltage and current-coil current and

result in a greater phase displacement which affects the
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torque developed and hence the power reading. The effects

of non-sinusoidal signals on induction watthour meters can

be significant and have beca investigated [10,11,28,-

29,35,36,37,38,39,40,41] and will be investigated more in

the future as more power electronic devices impact on the

power industry. Another characteristic of waveform dis-

tortion is the presence of a dc component which is not

measured by an induction watthour meter. The net effect of

this dc component on utility company billing has been

investigated [10,11,38] but future impact will necessitate

further analysis.

(7) Changes in Power Factor

Power factor errors arc primarily caused by the

inductive reactance of the voltage-coil circuit. As

mentioned earlier, this inductive effect is compensated

for by adjustment of the inductive-load adjustment. If the

meter is properly calibrated and operated at power line

frequency this effect should be negligible.

(8) Physical Construction Defects

Physical construction defects are nomally a result of

errors introduced in the manufacture of the meter. Some

possible construction defects for an induction watthour

meter might be defective bearings, bent shaft, warped

disk, defective coils, or weak magnets. Normally for a new

and calibrated meter these errors are negligible.

(9) Ageing Electrical and Mechanical Properties

The effects of ageing on the electrical properties



such as resistance and inductance is negligible for the

induction watthour meter. The effects of ageing on the

mechanical properties can be significant if the meter is

not quality checked and calibrated on a regular basis. The

induction watthour meter is subject to errors due to dust

and dirt in the meter movement mechanism, worn or improp-

erly aligned bearings, warped disk, defective coils, and

weaken magnets. Also, the effect of vibration on the

mechanical parts of a meter can be significant if the meter

is improperly installed or subjected to vibrations for an

extended period of time.

(b) Environmental Errors

Environmental errors that may adversely affect the induction

watthour meter are:

(l) ambient-temperature influence

(2) self-heating influence

(3) stray-field influence

The following is a discussion of environmental errors

that may be associated with the operation of the VM-63-S

induction watthour meter.

(1) Ambient-tcmperature influence

Vie effects of changes in ambient-temperature on the

operation of an induction watthour meter are classified as

Class I or Class II. Class I effects produce a change in

speed and are independent of the power factor of the load

being measured. The major influence of Class I effects is

a hange in strength of the braking magnets which will
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normally cause the meter to run faster as temperature

increases. Class II effects produce a change in speed and

vary with the power factor of the load. The major

influence of Class II effects is a change in phase angle

between the potential flux and the current flux which is

caused by a change in resistance of the potential-coil

winding, a change in iron loss of the potential-coil core

and a change in resistance of the lag plate and disk. The

overall effect of ambient-temperature on the induction

watthour meter normally is not significant. I was unable

to find a specification that specified the change in

accuracy per degree Centigrade change for the VM-63-S

watthour meter.

(2) Self-heating Influence

The self-heating influence is caused by the tempera-

ture rise due to the 12 R or V2 /R losses of the instru-

ment. For the VM-63-S meter the V2 /R loss is very large

(93.5 watts) and necessitates using the 12 R connection.

The overall effect of self-heating on the VM-63-S using the

12 R connection is negligible. I was unable to find a

specification that specified the change in accuracy for

the VM-63-S watthour meter.

(3) Stray-field Influence

The influence of stray fields on the operation of

an induction watthour meter is normally considered negli-

gible due to the high driving torque of the meter. If the

stray fields are exceedingly strong, eddy currents can
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be produced in the meter disk which react with the

potential-coil flux to develop a torque which causes

creeping.

8.3 Random Errors

The random errors associated with the operation of the VM-63-

S induction wattmeter are unpredictable and probably would be a result

of noise or transient over- or under-voltage conditions. Random

errors are considered to be negligible unless specifically stated as

an experimental variable in Part II of this thesis.

8.4 Limiting or Guarantee Error

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the VM-63-S induction watthour

meter is subject to limiting or guarantee error. The limiting error or

stated accuracy [reference ANSI Standard C12-19751 for the VM-63-S

class 10 induction watthour meter is specified as a nominal manu-

facturer's accuracy [261 of + 0.4 per cent of full-load current at a

power factor of 1.0, and + 1.0 per cent at full-load current at a power

factor of 0.5 lagging, and + 0.5 per cent at light-load (10 per cent of

full load) current at a power factor of 1.0 for 60 Hz alternating

current systems. The main difference in specifying limiting error for

an indcution watthour meter is that its pc 'ent accuracy is expressed

as a per cent of the reading and therefore has the same per cent error

at low and high energy (power) readings.

8.5 Conclusions

The General Electric Type VM-63-S Induction Watthour Meter is

the typical induction type of meter that is used in most industrial
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applications for measuring energy usage. It is not designed to measure

accurately energy (power) that has both an ac and a dc component, as

the meter only responds to ac variations. Its ability to measure

accurately non-sinusoidal power, especially power with a large dc com-

ponent, is questionable. Extensive studies have been conducted by the

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRi) [35] into the effects of

harmonic distortion on the operation of the induction watthour meter

and EPRI has concluded that the induction watthour meter does register

within standards for power measurements at 60 H1z if the harmonic con-

tent is less than 3 per cent of the total power. EPRI goes on to con-

clude that the induction watthour meter does not accurately measure

harmonic power content that exists in distorted current and voltage

waveforms. Also, articles [28,291 indicated that an induction

watthour meter used to measure SCR loads could have an accuracy of + 10

per cent. These loads were a worst case condition and wouldn't

necessarily occur under normal industrial loading.

The GE VM-63-S watthour meter is an accurate meter for

measuring standard industrial 60 H1z measurements for both sinusoidal

and nonsinusoidal applications. The effects of gross or human errors

are kept to a minimum if good experimental technique is used. The

effects of systematic errors due to changes in voltage, overload, and

changes in power factor are negligible. Systematic errors due to

changes in frequency and waveform can be significant with non-

sinusoidal signals containing a high dc component. Systematic errors

due to physical construction defects or due to the ageing of electrical

and mechanical components can be minimized if regular calibration and

maintenence is performed. Probably the two most significant sys-



tematic errors occur due to high insertion losses if proper correction

factors are not used and due to improper meter adjustments if the meter

is misaligned or miscalibrated. The effects of environmental errors

on the induction watthour meter are considered to be negligible if

operated in its normal temperature and current range and environment.

The effects of random errors are unpredictable and are considered

negligible. The effect of limiting or guarantee error is negligible

because the meter accuracy is based on a per cent of the meter reading

rather than a per cent of full scale.
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PART II

TESTING AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK



CHAPTER 9

Pro-expcrimental Analysis and Test Procedures

This chapter sets forth the pre-experimental analysis that

was done and the criteria used to determine the accuracy of the meters

used in measuring single-phase power from a sinusoidal, a half-wave

rectified and a bidirectional thyristor-controlled source. It dis-

cusses the experimental setup and procedures as well as the power

correction factors used. It concludes by defining the characteristics

of the various test loads.

9.1 Pre-experimental Analysis

Prior to doing the experimental work, it was necessary to

establish procedures that would fairly compare the meters being tested

under what would be their normal operating conditions. The types of

meters tested wore:

a) two-General Electric, Type P-3 Elcctrodynamometer Watt-

meters

b) two-Clarke-Hess, Model 255 Digital Wattmeters

c) one-General Electric, Type VM-63-S, Class 10 Induction

Watthour Meter.

A complete list of equipment used for the experimental work can be

found in Appendix 1.

It was decided that three common sources of power that all

meters were expeCLted to measure were the 120 volt, 60 Hz sinusoidal

source, a half-wave rectified source and a bidirectional thyristor-
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controlled source. It was also decided that the meters would be

subjected to the following loading conditions:

a) a high power-factor load (primarily resistive)

b) a resistive-inductive (R-L) load

c) a resistive-capacitive (R-C) load.

This varying load would subject the test meters to both a lagging and

-i a leading power-factor.

In order to compare the meters, the following limitations were

established:

a) the total composite current was less than or equal to

5 amps.

b) the total power measured was less than 1000 watts.

c) the power factor of the circuit was varied between 0 and

1.00 (both lagging and leading).

The above limitations were primarily based on the limited current

range of 5 amps of the Clarke-liess (C.11.) meters and the requirement to

measure within a power range, such that the electrodynamometer (P-3)

wattmcters would not incur gross errors due to the limited scale

resolution of the P-3 meters at the low end. It was decided that based

on a single-phase 120 volt source that the power range would vary

between 0 to 600 watts. This power range was used primarily for

comparing the P-3 and the C.H. meters. This power range was at the

lower range of the VM-63-S induction watthour meter but later test

results did not show this to be a problem except at power readings

below 50 watts.



9.2 Criteria Used in Determining the Accuracy of the Power

Measurement

The original idea was to do a comparison of the different

types of meters, and to compare these results to a calculated power

reading based on the voltage and current across a purely resistive load

and to a graphical analysis method. Later experimental results,

however, showed two significant problems that would make the later two

methods for determining power less accurate than a comparative

analysis of meters approach. The first problem came from the fact that

a purely resistive-load was not available for the power and current

ranges desired. As can be seen in section 9.5, the actual character-

istics of the high power-factor load contained a significant amount of

inductance. Also it was found that depending on the way the load was

dialed into the circuit (crude adjustment or load potentiometer) or

depending on how much of each resistance load was used that a

considerable difference in inductance resulted. The problem of trying

to calculate power based on the voltage, current and power factor of

the load grew worse when additional inductance (R-L load) and

additional capacitance (R-C load) was added to the high power-factor

load. An additional problem in trying to compute a calculated value of

power based on the voltage, current and power factor of the load is the

guarantee error associated with each measuring meter. Therefore, this

method of computing power was eliminated, as the accuracy of this

method was suspect for the above listed reasons. The second problem

came from trying to apply a graphical analysis method. After the tests

were performed, the test data on the P-3 and C.H. meters varied

normally by only + 3.0 per cent. It was decided that due to the
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inherent inaccuraciCs of Lhe graphical analysis method because of

scope and probe antenuation, because of variations in shunt and load

resistance, and because of computational error and inaccuracy, that

the graphical method would not be used.

Since both the calculated power method (VLxILx cos ) and the

*graphical analysis method proved insufficient for the type of accuracy

desired, and since no primary or absolute standard was available, it

was decided that a comparative method using the P-3 meters as the

reference standard was the best approach in determining the relative

power reading being measured. This comparative method was not

expected to give an absolute value of power but to show how a

comparative range or relative degree of uncertainty exists in similar

types of power measurements using these types of meters.

9.3 Experimental Setup and Procedures

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup designed for measuring single-phase

power is shown in figures 9.1 and 9.2. Figure 9.1 shows that a standard

120 V 60 llz source is being fed to the power and energy meters. The

output of the meters are fed to the specific test source (either ac,

half-wave rectified, or thyristor-controlled) and from this source to

the test load. A shunt with cathodc-ray-oscilloscopc is used to

maintain a visual presentation of what is happening in the circuit.

Figure 9.2 is the actual wiring diagram used for all testing. A

switching arrangement is used for the various power and energy meters

to provide isolation of each meter when measuring power and to limit

the loading effect of each meter. This arrangement worked very well

throughout the experimental process.
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It should be pointed out that all power and energy measure-

ments were made at the line side of the test source. For this reason

the voltage coil of all the measuring devices was always subjected to

a sinusoidal voltage signal. Also as a result of this line side

measurement the only nonsinusoidal circuit variation would occur in

the current waveform. The line side measurements were used primarily

because this would be the normal configuration for the induction

watthour meter (W.H.M.).

Experimental Procedures

The experimental procedures consisted of varying each load

with each test source and measuring the power. The 120 V, 60 Hz source

and the half-wave rectified source were direct in-line sources. The

bidirectional thyristor-controlled (triac) source was fabricated

earlier during work on a special research project for the U.S. Army

(contract number DAAK 70-80-C-0136). The test loads consisted of a

high power- factor load (0-240 ohms of resistance and 0 to 100 ohms of

inductive reactance), a resistive-inductive load (high power-factor

load plus a 65 inilli-henry inductance), and a resistive-capacitive

load (high power-factor load plus a 140 micro-farad capacitance).

The test procedures consisted of selecting a source and load,

varying the current from 0 to 5 amps and measuring individually the

circuit power with each meter. In the case of the W.H.M., a counter

network was devised to measure the number of disk revolutions. This

counter circuit is shown in figure 9.3.
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VM-6 3-S
Contacts

1.5 hF Model 521 C

Electronic
+15V Counter

-H.P.

- Model 721A
dc Supply 2 K SI 10 KQ

Figurec 9.3 Countor Network Used With the W.H.M.

Thc average power of the Circuit, When uIsi'g thc W. Ii.M. was mcasured by

counting the number of disk revolutions in a specified pcriod of time.

The average power of the circuit was calculatcd by thc following

equation

PAVG = !S x 3600 x COUNT x -(9.1)2 t

where Kh = is thc watthour constant =2.4

t =time in seconds



Equation 9. 1 can be further simplified to the following:

PAVC. = 4320 x COUNT (.2tSEC

Note: In order to be able to compare the W.H.M. power readings with the

P-3 and C.H. power readings it is essential that the load be maintained

constant for the measuring time interval. Power readings were taken

with the C. H. wattmcterc both before and after the readings were

completed using the W.H.M. No large changes between these initial and

final power readings wert. observed, thus the comparison of W.II.M. to

the P-3 and C.11. mcters are fair comparisons. It is also realized,

however, that some load variation did exist with time and as a result

some error may be introduced in this comparison, especially at low

power measurements. This change in load with respect to time was

partially offset by reducing the time interval and measuring time in

tenths of a second versus measuring time in seconds.

9.4 Power Correction Factors

As mentioned in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, all three meters arc

subject to instrumental error due to instrument power loss caused by

the loading effect of the metcrs. This instrument power loss causes

the meters to read high for both the 12 RS and the V2 /RV connections.

As a result of this instrumental power loss all mcasured raw data was

converted to a power corrected (PCoRR.) value. This corrected value

was used for the comparisons between meter types. The actual power

correction factors used for each meter at the various current ranges



and for the various connections arc shown in Table 9.1. The 12 RS

correction term was used for all meters as this was the actual test

configuration used.

9.5 Characteristics of Various Test Loads

The test loads used in the expurimental .,_,rk consisted of the

fol lowing:

a) a high power-factor load (0-240 ohms of resistance and

0-100 ohms of inductive reactance)

b) a rcsistive-inductivc (R-L) load (thc high power-factor

load plus a 65 mill i-henry series inductance)

c) a resistive-capacitive (R-C) load (the high power-factor

load plus a 140 micro-farad series capaciLance).

The test loads wcre selected so that the test meters would be subjected

to both a lagling, and a leading power factor and so that the range in

power factor would vary considerably from 0 to 1.00.

I'he ma jor problem with the load characteri S;tics was with the

high power-factor load. IdCal. ly, this load was des ired to b,. purely

resistive buit b,causC the load rCSistancc was actually wrapped in

coils on an ins'1lator an actual indlctancc value as great as 266 milli-

henrys; was )bsrrved. 'le data take'n in dCt erinuni11 tile actual load

charaLct eri:ti : Is given in lablc 9.2 ald a I ot of the actial load

inductance for the high powr-factr loaid is shown n figure q .4. A

further complication with determining th,' actual load characteristics

of tin' high power-factor load resul tcd trom the act a) experimental

procedure used in dialing the various resistive loads (crude adjust-

ment on load potcntiometer) into tle circuit. It was found that
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Figtur" 9.4 Actual Inducltancc of i.l Powcr-Factor Test Load



dcpcnding on how much of each rcsistive load was used in thc circuit,

a considerable differcnce in inductance could result. Because of this

nonlinearity of the resistive loads it was necessary to establish a

test procedure where the high power-factor load was varied the same

(removing one load resistance at a time in the same order each time)

for each test setup. The resulting inductance curve for this setup is

shown in figure 9.4.

The test R-L load consisted of the high power-factor and the

load in series with an inductance of approximately 65 milli-henrys and

the test R-C load consisted of the high power-factor load in series

with a capsicItanc, of approximately 140 micro-farads. These test

loads did not present any problems in the experimental work as did the

high power-factor load mentioned previously.
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CHAPTER 10

MEASURING SINGLE-PHASE POWER USING A SINUSOIDAL SOURCE

TIhis chapter discusses the experimental results obtained

using a sinusoidlal. sourcc with a high power-fac tar load, a R-L load and

a R-C load. It draws individual co1CIluios10S for each type of load by

comparing the power readings by meter types and by comparing thle

average power rcadings of the P-3 meters, tile C.H1. umeters and thc

W.II.M. The chapter concludes'.' by smmnmari zing thme conclusions obtained

using the sinusoidal source with the various loads.

10. 1 High Power-Factor Load Tec;t

This test was conducted using a sinusoidal Source and the high

power-ftac tor 1load . The re.;ul t sOf th i; t at are as fol lows

a) Compa' rison of iPowe-r Road ings by Meter Tv pes

( mterimve tb Iea 10. 1 :111d 1 )'

(1) The P'-3 1C' Octe id in: wrc within + 2 per cent of each

other for all powir ne1aSU1',normlts;

(2)l~e II.l~ r:eiim .W, it Wi thill 4 1 1ig it s a lid 4

per cent of 'ath .i her for ill power measurL.aments exce.pt

1t thc low pm'wtA ineasurt men 11 ')0in watt a;

(3) A compari son of C. H. myeters. momeiuring power onl the 1))

and P10 0 0 range.- reslted in a difCference of less than + 2

per cent . Ti; inldicated that cither scale could be used

for mecasurinug po0wer1. The P'2 0 0 range was used for the re-

mainder of thle experiments as the P1000~ range gave Conl-



sistantly higher readings than the P20 0 range and because

th" P200 range was closer to tLe values measured by the

P-3 iiitcrs. Note: the 1'2U0 and PO 00 measurements are

based on tile voltage selection switch settings of V2 0 0 and

V I uO . There is no actual P2 0 0 and P 1 0 0 0 setting on the

C II. mIetcr:;.

(4) The expanded scale (PxlO) for the C.H. meters is only

guaranteed accurate at current and voltage values of less

than 40 per cent of the current and voltage switch

settings. The values of PxlO readings for currents

greater than 2.0 amps becaune suspect. The data from

table 10.1 indicates clearly how gross Lrrors can occur if

one tries to use the expanded scale outside its specified

range. The maximum error I or us ing the expanded scale

(Px O) outside its specified range ("INPUT OVERLOAD"

light ON) was a -9.2 per cent at the 5 amp value. Note:

the "INPIUT OVERLOAD" light is an indicating L.E.D. that

indicates that the peak input levels exceed the dc set

points. The brightness of the I.E.D. indicator gives an

indication of how long the input signals are spending in

the overload region.

b) Comparison of Average Power Readings (reference table 10-3)

(1) The C.H. AVG. power readings were between I and 3 per cent

higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

(2) The W.H.M. average power readings were between 0 to 3 per

cent lower than the P-3 AVG. readings with the exception

of one reading at the 1.00 amp setting.



10.2 Resistive-Inductive (R-L) Load Test

This test was conducted using a sinusoidal source and the high

power-factor load in series with a 65 milli-henry inductance. The

results of this test are as follows:

a) Comparison of Power Readings by Meter Types

(reference tables 10-4 and 10-5)

(1) The P-3 meter readings were within + 2 per cent of cach

other for all power mcasurments e:.cept for one reading at

tle low power measure-ment of 43.2 watts.

(2) *'( C.II. meter readings were within + 2 digits and + 2 per

cent for all power measureme.nts taken up to the 4.00 amnp

sott ing. At current values greater than 4.00 amps, C.1l.

was affecLcd significaully by the decrease in power-

factor due to the increase in inductance. At a power-

factor less than 0.500, the variation between C.I. fl and

C.H. 1 2 became significant and resulted in a maximum

difference of 12.7 per cent at the 4.80 setting. Note:

C.1l. #2 meter behaved very similarly to the P-3 meters.

b) Comparison of Average Power Readings (reference table 10-6)

(1) The C.11. AVG. power readings were between 0 to 2 per cent

higher thin the P-3 AVG. readings for values up to 4.00

amps. At values greater than 4.00 amps this difference

increased to 4 per cent higher due to thc increase power

readings of C.II. #1.

(2) The W.HI.M. average power readings wcrc generally between

3 to 7 per cent lower than the P-3 AVG. readings for all

Valites except at the low power readings of 52.5 and 44.5

"" .



watts. At these low power readings the W.H.M. indicated

a significantly smaller reading of 11.2 and 19.6 per cent

lowe'r than the P-3 AVG. These lower readings were a

result of the increased circuit inductance and a corres-

pondingly lower power-factor at thcse low power readings.

Not : Thec valuees at ]()w power are approximately 10 per

cent lower than for the high powr-factor load of table

I )- 3.

1(.3 Resistive-Capacitive (R-C) Load Test

"1[his test was conducted using a sinusoidal source and the high

power-factor load in scric.; with a 140 micro-farad capacitance. rhe

results of this test are as follows:

a) Comparison of Power Readings by Meter Types

(reference, tables 10-7 and 10-8)

(I )The P-3 meter readings were within + 2 per cent of each

other for all piwcr measurements except for one reading at

the low power measurement of 55 watts.

(2) The (:.I. meter readings were within + 2.5 digits and + 3

per cent for all power mcasurcm(nts.

(3) A comparison of C.H. meters indicated a similar com-

p:trison to the high power-factor load of table 10-2.

h) Comparison of Average Power Readings (refer ree table 10-9)

(1) The C.H. AVG. power readings ranged from I per cent lower

to 3 per cent higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

(2) The W.IH.M. average power readings rangcd from 9 per cent

I )wer to I per cCt higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

The W.H.M. showed a tcndcnLy to increase in value compared

1'4,



to the P-3 AVG. readings as the capacitive reactance

became a more significant part of the circuit load. This

increase in power readings of the W.H.M. is due to the

phase-anglc dccreasing between the voltage and current

components which results in a higher net power reading.

10.4 Conclusions

The results of using a sinusoidal source and varying the

loading with both a leading and lagging power-factor and measuring the

ave.ragc power with the P-3's, the C.H. 's and the W.H.M. arc as follows:

a) The P-3 wattmeter readings were generally within + 2 per cent

of each other for all types of loads. The P-3 meters did not

seem to be affected by power-factor variations. This result

agrees with reference 21, as Lhe P-3 wattmeter reading is

expected to bc the same regard css of leading or Jagging

power-factor circuit conditions, since the average torque and

average power is a result f the instantancous product of

voltage and current. The effect of li-,iting error on the P-3

wattmeter is only significant at low power readings (below 50

watts) and this effect was cnfirmed by the test results.

b) The C.H. wattmeter readings were generally within + 3 digits

or + 3 per cent of each other for all types of loads. The only

significant difference occurred with C.1t. #1 when measuring

the R-L load at current values above 4.00 amps. The test data

of tables 10-5 and 10-6 indicate that C.H. #1 was affected by

changes in power-factor, especially at a lagging power-factor



of 0.112 where thc per cent difference between C.H. #1 and

either C.H. #2 or the P-3 meters increased to + 13 per cent.

Generally, the C.H. meter readings were within + 3 per cent of

the P-3 meter readings for all tests performed in this

chapter.

(c) The C.H. meters have the capability of measuring power on

several scales (P 2 0 0 , P 1 0 0 0 and Pxl0) and the experimental

data showed less than a 2 per cent difference between

different scale measurements. It was also found that the

"INPUT OVERLOAD" condition would result if either current or

voltage values were exceeded on any scale. The result of an

Input Overload condition on the Px10 scale resulted in a gross

error of -10 per cent for the test performed on the high

power- factor load.

d) The W.I.M. readings compared to the P-3 AVG. wattmeter

readings varied considerably depending on the type of load.

For the high power-factor load, the variation between the

W.H.M. and the P-3 AVG. reading ranged from 0 to 3 per cent

lower. For the R-L Load, the variation between the W.H.M. and

th(" P-A AVG. reading was generally lowered an additional 3

percent and the rangc of this variation was betwecn -3 to -7

per ccnL. This increased dii 1,rncc was a result of the

increased inductance in the circuit which caused a consider-

ablc lagging power factor. This lagging power-factor also

had a significant effect at low power readings as the dif-

fercncc between the W.H.M. and the P-3 AVG. reading increased

I2



to -IL and -19.6 per cent. This difference inay have been

partially due to operating at the low cnd of the W.H.M. but

te'St data oil the high poWcr-faC [or load only resul ted in a 3

per cent difference at this samec low power reading. For the

R-C load, the variat ion betweeni the W. H. M and the P-3 AVG.

read ing vnricd between a -9 perI CLAIt to a +1 per centL. Again

this result indicated that the W.1I.M. is affected by power-

factor. The effect of ikncreasing capacitive reactance was

that tHe W.H.M. recading wau- grcat, Itha.,n the P-3 AVG. reading.
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CHIA1TER I11

MEASURING SINGLE-PHASE POWER USING A hIALE-WAVE RECTIFIED SOURCE

Th is chapter discusses the expeimental results obtained

using a half-wave rectified source Withi a high power-factor load, a

R-1, load and a R-C load, It draws individual. conclusions for each type

of load by comparing tilc power readings by meter types and by comparing

the average power read ings of the P-3 Me tees, tile C .11. meters and tilc

W. 1. M. The Chapter cone] Udks by summarizing thle cone lus ionis obtained

using the hal f-wave rec ti fied source with the various loads.

11 .1 High Power-Factor Load Tlest-

This test was conducted using a hal f-wave roctLi fied source and

the high powe-r-factor load. The 1icSUIlS OF this test are as fk) lows:

a)Comiri!i it of Pwir Readings by vMeter Types

(i etrt.nc- Lah e 11.1 and 11 .2)

(1) The P-3 mt- ,er readings were, within + 2 per cent of each

othev tor all powcir measuremenclts e~xcept fcr the low power

amen;beloiw 100 watts. Again, thle effect- of

1iiittu cvor at the low cnd of the 11-3 meter scale was

m:di at *d as ;1 -3 watt di t [erence in power resulted in a

7 k r c ii t d i ffcz-renL in meter readings.

Thc 11. mut cr reaid iugs were wi th in + 4 digits and + 3 per

C11Oil Itl o(1therY f70r -[1 1 power- measurements except for

the, low power- naortlts holow 100 watts. The effect of



limiting error at the low end of the C.H. meter range was

indicated, as a 2.5 watt difference in power resulted in

a 6 per cent difference in meter readings.

(3) Surprisingly, the "Input Overload" light lit for C.H.

mct:er readings of composite ac and dc current values

greater than 4.00 amps. This is an indication that the

C.11. input network is sensitive to signals with a large dc

component and thus the spci licd input range of 0 to 5

amps may need to be clarified to state that a non-

sinISOida! signal containing a large dc component, such

as with a hal f-wave rect i I ied source, may result in all

tnput Overload condition at composite current values less

than 5 amps. Analysing the C.II. readings indicated that

these readings were within the expected range.

(b) Comparison of Average Power Readings (reference tablc 11-3)

(1) The C.H. AVG. power readings were between 0 to 3.2 per

( cenIt higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

(2) The W.I.M. average power readings were between 0 to 3 per

cent lower than the 11-3 AVG. readings for power readings

greater than 100 watts. At power readings less than 100

watts the inductive effect of the high power-factor load

was significant and a per cent difference of -11 .7 per

cent was obscrved. Generally the W.H.M. performed

similarly to the sinusoidal source case.

ii 1 .



11.2 Rcsistive-Inductive (R-L) Load Test

This test was conducted using a half-wave rectified source and

the high power-factor load in series with a 65 milli-henry inductance.

The results of this test are as follows:

a) Comparison of Power Readings by Meter Types

(reference tables 11-4 and 11-5)

(1) The P-3 metcr readings were within + 2.5 per cent of each

oth,+r for all power measuri(rIIcIltS.

(2) The C.H. meter reading.; were within + 2 digits and +3 per

cent of each otli'r for a I I powcr measurements.

b) Comparison of Average Power Reading:s (referenc.- table I11-6)

(1) The C.II. AVG. power readings we.e hetw,,cn 0 to 3.4 per

cent higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

(2) Tlh, W.H.M. average power readings were b,.tw(en 0 to .5

pcr cent lower than the I'- 3 AVG. readings for power

readings greater than 112 watts. At power readings less

than 112 watts the induct ive effect ot the, high power-

factor load was significant and a per cent di fference of

-16.1 per cent was observed. Generally the W.It.M.

performed similarly to the sinusoidal case up to a load

power value of 225 watts.

11.3 Resistive-Capacitive (R-C) Load Test

'T1his test was conducted using a half-wave rectified source and the

high power-factor load in series with a 140 micro-farad capacitance.

There are no results for this test a,; the ca!,acitor presented and

infinite impedance to the circuit and no ac current component flowed.



The capacitor charged uip to~fJT times the rms line voltage. The actual

voltage across the capacitor was 156.8 Vdc and the power consumed in

the circuit was 3.7 watts.

11.4 Conclusions

The results Of using a half-wave rectified source with a

varying load while measuring the average power in the test circuit with

the P-'s, thW CIL S and theC W.II.M. are a6 follows:

a) The 11-3 wattmteit-r readings were generally within + 2.5 per

cent of t ach other for aill power fli(astlrelfents except at very

low power readings of ltes; than 50 watt!;.

b)Th C.HI. w.aIt~ltmetr reladings. wire, generallyv within + 14 digits

and .+ j per tcnt , eaih othor for all powe2r measurements

except it very Iow pei~ r, ad~ igs o less than 100) watt s. Th c

%.Ix ~ -I I I kcill fill I w'e Iw C .1. Meters;w . 5.9 per

( lit '11d 11,i l lu:- L In i 1, r - lI I 1i 1 It I., hbtwe ( n t h c ('. . AVG

reLad in&) a ndic Pe AVC . r, ,ad i n :s wa s -t3. 4 petr c en t.

c ) Tlhe W. 11 . M. I ad i 11 ')i)rd t o thei P- i A'.'(. road inis were

bet wen (0 t o per(,t cent I ower tn o:j(wer rdinMs greatecr than

1-wa tt S. At p 'wer r. id In I' (, es than 112 Watts th11

induc- ive effect of the hig ,h power-factor load was signi-

ficant and a per cent di ffercncei of up to -16. 1 per cent was

observed . Generally the W .H.M. performed s;imil1arl1y to the

sinusoidal case and had a tendency to improve in per cen-t

di [ference between p~ower rednsaS load power was in-

creased. This reduc ti on in per cent di ffcronce in power

readings between the W.H.M. and the P-3 AVG. reading was



primarily a result of improved accuracy of the W.H.M. with

increased power.

d) Surprisingly, the "Input Overload" light lit for the C.H.

meter readings of composite ac and dc current values greater

than 4.00 amps. This is an indication thc thc C.H. input

nctwork is sensitive to signals with a ]arge dc component and

thus the specified input range of 0 to 5 amps may nccd to be

clarified to state that a nonsinusoidal signal containing a

large dc component, such as with a half-wave rectified source,

may result in an Inp,:r Overlaod condition at composite current

values of lose than 5 almps. It should also be noted that

anal y:;ing the C.11. readings when this input Overlaod con-

dition cxitd idi. atd that the powcr readings werc still

within th,. t::p , .1d 1:.- 1, and were le s than 4 per cent high

cempa te ,l t, tht i- X .' ' eal; ,.+ i ig::

e) Sin.> th, .Ai. i.. . m .; -ur dc p,;w,,r it was expected

'hat th. ,,w, : , .i:..; tor tih, half-wave rcctificd source

wunl t .), :.X111 1,w r than tin, valtis measured by the P-3

mctr. Based .,n this limited testing, this was not the

case.. The only answer for thi:,; apparent contradiction was

that the voltage component was always sinusoidal and that the

dc component of current did not cause a significant effect on

the cuirrenh coil fluxes. A more detailed investigation into

the operation of the W.H.M. when large dc voltage and current

components arc either individually present or jointly present

sho ,ld be looked at in the future.

*1.I
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CHAPTERt 1 2

MEASURI NG S INGLE- PHASE POWER USING A THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SOURCE

Tit; chap Le r li scki se;e 01C exper ilnen La results obtLai ncd

using, a bidirectional thyristor-control led (triac) source with a high

power-factor load, a R-L load and a R-C load. It draws individual

cone 1tis ions for each type of load by comparing the powe r readings by

meter types and by comparing the average power readings of the P-3

meters, the CL. meters and thc W.H.M. The chapter concludes by

summarizing the Conclusions obtained using the thyristor-control led

source wi th the var ious loads.

12.1 High Power Faicto)r Load 'cLes

Th i. test, was conducted using a hid iee tional thyristor-

controlled sourer .set at. a firing, angle of 90 dcgrees and the high

poWer -fLie tor l oad . The rec;u Its of thiis te'st art, as fol1lows:

a) C oripa r json of l'ow-1r Re'adings by Me Ler Types

(reference table 12-.1 and12)

(1) The P-3 meter- readings were within + 2.5 per cent of each

othecr for all power measuremen01ts.

(2) The (>11. meter readings were within + 3 digits and + 2.5

per cent of eachi other- for all power measurements except

ait thc low power measurement of 40 watts.

(3) Surprisingly, again, the "Input Ovcrlaod" light lit for

the C.11 meter readings for current values greater than



4.00 amps. It appears from this indication that the C.H.

meters arc sensitive not only to large dc components but

to signals that are nonsinusoidal. As was the case with

thc Input Overload condition of chapter 11 , the actual

power measurements were within the expected range and

didn't vary by more than 3. 2 per cent greater than the P-3

AVG. meter readings.

(4) Generally, the results of this test werc similar to the

results obtained for the sinusoidal source of Chapter 10.

b) Comparison of Average Power Readings

(reference table 12-3)

(1) The C.H. AVG. power readings were between 0.5 and 3.2 per

cent higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

(2) The W.H.M. average power readings ranged from 11.6 per

cent lower to 0.9 per cent higlhler than the P-3 AVG.

readings. This result was vry s imi :!r to the result

obtained with a sinusoidal sourhs and a R-C load. h'le

r('sults of this Lest indicit, tiaat for ,i high-power factor

ioniq , c,;peciaIlv as the load becomes mo:; tlv resistive

that the W.11.. has a t endency t spc,,dup. This

concl us ion is in agrcemnt with rc feornc c16, in which the

article stat, s that the W.HI.M. has a tendency to speed-up

with nonsinusoidal currents. The results of this test are

not conclusive, as di fferent results occured with the R-L

load of section 12.2.



12. 2 Rcsistive-lnductivc CR-b) Load Test

Ih i s tes;t was conducted using aI bidirectional thyristor-

control led source Set at a firing' angle of 90 degrccs and thle high

power-factor [WALd in scric toW ith a 6) mil Ii-he niry iniductance-. Thle

results of this tor;t are as fol lows:

a) Compar ison of Powur Read ings by Metcr Types

(r c frci t abl)e (s 1. -4 anrid 12-5)

(1) The P-3 mleter readings were with in + 2 per cent of each

other for -ill power measurements e'xcept for the reading at

4.51 amps. Thc overall power readings for this test were

less than1 125 watts which resulted in all thle power

MeaSULL!;1'lJ. being taken at the low end of the P-3 meter

scal e. As a result of these low p~ower values it was hard

to read dIf f crences inl p)ower WhenI uISing tile 11-3 ict( rs.

(2) The C.II1. ic te(r read ings wore wi th in + 2 d igi ts and + 5.

per cent for all power moasuirenients takcn up to the 4.00

aimp ,Zot tinug. At eirrrent v-i] ios gre at or t-han 4 .00 amps

C-.11. 1',' war: ait fcc t od significant ly by thLe increajse ill

iniductanice inl thle circuit. I'i maxilmum11 per cent di f-

fertence between (:II. 11and C.11. -'war! 10.6( per cent.

Thiiis result is similar to thle rem] I obtained for the

sinusoidal source and R-1, load (reference table 10-5).

b) Comparison of Average Power Readings

(reference table 12-6)

(1) The C.11. AVG. power readings were between 1.7 to 5.4 pcr

cent higher than the P-3 AVG. readings. The main

difference occurred at low power values (less than 50

4 . . f, - - --



watts) and was due primarily to thc increased inductance

in the circuit.

2) The W.IH.M. avrage power readings were gcncrally bctwcen

3 to 8 pcr cent lower than thc P-3 AVG. readings for all

values except for the low power readings below 75 watts.

At th,:se low power readings the, W.I.M. indicated a signi-

ficantly smaller reading of 10.8 to 16.4 per cent lower

thian the P-3 AVG. reading. These lowor readings wcrc a

resti I of the increased circuit inductancc and a corrcs-

ponding lower power-factor at these low power values.

1"'.3 Resistive-Capacitive (R-C) Load Tcst

This test was conducted using a bidirectional thyristor-

controlled source set at a firing angle of 90 degrees and the high

power-factor load in series with a 140 micro-farad capacitance. The

reU.Isults of this tesL are as follows:

a) Comparison of Power Readings by Metter Types

(r.fer('ncU table 12-7 and 12-,',)

(I) The P-3 meter rading; wer within + 2 per cent of each

other for all power ineasurmenLts.

(2) The C.1. meter readings were within - 1 digits and + 2.5

per cent of each -,ther for a 1 power measurements except

sIt the low power mcasurcmnnt of 41 watts.

(3) The Input Overload light again came on for the C.H. meters

It a current value of 3.60 amps and 250 watts. It appears

trom this indication that the C.H. meters are sensitive to

nonsinusoidal signals. Again, the power reading at 3.60



amps was only 2 per cent highcr than the C.H. AVG.

reading.

(4) The test current for this Lest was only taken up to values

of 3.60 amps because the thyristor-contr elled sourc(

would not hold the 90 degree firing angle and would resort

back to sinusoidal operation as the high powcr-fa tor

load was varljd.

(5) Generally the results of this Lt:: were' very similar to

the results obtained for the sinusoidal source of Chap-

ter 10.

b) Comparison of Average Power Readings (reference table 12-9)

(1) The C.l. AVG. power readings were between 0.7 to 5.0 per

c,nt higher than the P-3 readings. The main difference

occurred at low power valis (less than )0 watts).

(2) The W. U.M. av'rage power re'adings ranged from 10 per cent

lower to I per cent highcr than the P-3 AVG. readings.

The W.II.M. showed a tendency to increase in value compared

to the P-3 AVC. readings as; the capacitive reactance

beca|me, a more' significant part (A the circuit load. This

reu I t was similar to the result obtained for the

sinusoidal source and R-C load of Chapter 10.

12.4 Conclusions

The results of using a bidirectional thyristor-controlled

source with a varying load while measuring the average power in the

Lest circuit with the P-3's, the C.H. 's and the W.H.M. are as follows:

I I" .



a ) Thc P-3 watLMctcr readings were generally within + 2.5 per

cent of each other [or all power measurements.

b) Tile Cli. wittrneter readings were generally within + 3 digits

and + 2.5 per cent for all typ'-s of load.';. There was a slight

inc rcase in per cent d I fercnce: betLWeenI the G. Ii. AVG.. read ing-s

and thle P-3 AVG. readings at l ow power ( less than 5~0 watt s)

but this was primarily due to Limiting error at the low end of

the meter ranges. The onl y s ign i 1 1n MI di f ference occurred

wIth C.11. -l when measuring the-l' load at current values

above 4.00 amps. The test datai of tables 12-5 and 12-6

indicate that C.11 #1 was affected( by changes in power-factor,

k'special ly at: a lagging pow,,r- factor o-f 0. 102 where the per

cent difference between C.H. ;Fl an1d either C.H Fi '2 or the P-3

meters increased to + 10.6 per cent. This result is similar

to the resu It obtained for thle sinuIsoidal source and R-L loaid

of Chapter 10.

c) The W.l{AI. readings comparecl to the 11-3 AVG. wattmeter

reading.; varied considerably depending onl the type of load.

For the hiigh power- [actor load, thle variation between the

W.H1. N. and thle P-3 AVG. reading r.anged from 11 .6 per cent

lower to 0.9 per cent higher. This result was very similar to

the result. obtai ned with a sinusoidal source and an R-C load.

The results of thle high power- far tor load test indicated that

the W.HI. M. has a tendency to speeduip With nonsinusoida 1

Currents. This conclusion was in agreement with statements

madc in reference 36 in regards to the W. H. N. having a

tenldency to speed-up with non-.,inusoidal currents,. Th e

resul ts ot th is high power-f actor load test with regard to thle



W.l-.M. speeding-up with non-sinuISOidal current is not con-

clusive as different resuLS OCCUrred with the R-L load. For

the R-L load, tlic variation Lictweeni the W.H.M. and the P-3

AVG. reading was generally lowcred an additional 3 per cent

and the range of thi1s variation was between -2.5 to -8 per

cent. This increased differentce was a rcsult of the increased

inductance in thc circuit which Caused a considerable lagging

power-factor. This lagging power-factor had a significant

effct at low power readings as the differencec between the

W. H. M. and the P-3 AV(;. reading inc rased to -16.4 per cent.

For the R-C load, the variation between the XW.H .M. and the P-3

AVG. reading varied betwcen a -10) per cent to a + I per LCent.

Again, this rcsul t indicated that the W.H.M. is affected by

powr-factor. Thec effect of incrcasing capacitive reactance

was that the W. H.1 M. reading inc reasecl and final ly bee aim

greatcr Lhun the P-3 reading. This specding-up of the W.HI. M.

occurs with a capacitive load and was simi lar to the results

iObtd iiied With the sinusoidal sourcc :ind R-C load of Chapter

10.

d ) Sirpri sing1 y , the "'Input Overload' light lit for the C .11.

me.ter i ;idings for current vs Ilues great('r than 4.00 amps tor

the hiigh pow c-fact or load and for or rent vat ucs greater than

3.6 anips for the R-C load. The, lighting of the Input Jver oai.

hight appears, tO inldicate that the C.1h1. meters arc sens itijve,

nOt only to Ii11,e d, cMIOMnenS hut also to non-sinusoidal

signal! above a cuireiit rang,, o! 3.6 arips. As was tliki case

wi th th Inhud Overload condition of Chapter 1 1. the actual



power measurements wcre within the expected r-angc and didn't

vary by more than 4.8 pcr cent gruatcr than th( P-3 AVG. meter

readings.
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PART III

TlES IS CONCLUS IONS /RLCOMMENDAT IONS



CHAPTER 13

TnIESIS CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATJONS

This chapter statos the gencral conclusion drawn from this

thesis work as well as summarizing the specific conclusions drawn from

the experimental work done in Part II. It concludes by making some

speci-ic recommendations concerning the type of meter to use when

making single-phase power measurcments and by making some specific

recommendations concerning possible additional research th:.t can be

done with regard to mea:;urlng singl,-phase non-sinusoidal power.

13.1I 'lh' s , 5is n'li:;i,:

'lh ': I % , tj I ivet. ut 'II i ; th ;i S wI -' :t; w ho ia t to

Ime.as urt' cct [ it.'.' r;iI! '-pllas1 c power wit n o- 1 s 1111 da1 or dc

CUrrent cripoki llt: .i-ke lit :tt and to dtct.,r;jinc which t-, I 'e o t power

.ncter:; art: Iiit) lt't,'-!att Out1  ar, less ;llcntt 1v IL. ;'f.' InoIt-,;inuICtjd :v i

or dc current varlat ion: . The stccondarv ,bj.cc ti s of tLi s thesis wtrc

thc fol lowing:

a) to definc the basic powcr del initions associltcd with siinu-

soidal power non-sinusoidal power and powt'r factor.

1t ) to bt' otit, I aini i mr wi th and tiidci;t ind the bas Ic operat ion of

som t"ntI lit tI I fer2nt metcring equipment available for

to,;astir i rig sing I c-pha s:e power andt energy.

c) to dt iir measmiremneit stand;:rds and types f measurement

tr ors .



d) to define the basic definitions for precision and accuracy,

especially as applied to power measurements.

c) to become familiar with and understand the specific operation

of the Clarke-Hess digital wattmeter, the General Electric

P-3 clectrodynamic wattmeter, and the General Electric in-

duction watthour meter.

f) to become familiar with and understand the factors which

affect the accuracy of the Clarke-less digital wattmeter, the

General Electric P-3 clectrodynamic wattmcter, and the Gen-

eral Electric induction watthour meter.

g) to verify by experimental testing which types of meters give

accurate measurement of sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power.

Considering first the question of whether the secondary

)bjcctives of this thesis were met, the answer is yes. The secondary

o pc t i v',S wo'rk met thr-ough the extk'1n;i e 1i te ratucert search and

thrott-h the experimental work done in Part 11 of this thesis.

Generally, it can be concluded that a gtencral knowledge of how power

and energy meters work and of what type of errors can exist when taking

power measurements, as well as a specific knowledge of the specific

operation of tht' various power and energy meters tested and the factors

which affect the accuracy of these meters, was gained in fulfilling

these secondary thesis objectives.

Considering now the question of whether the primary ob-

jectives of this thesis were met, the answer is yes. The main

objectives of this thesis were to be able to measure accurately single-

phase sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal power and to determine which types

i - ,,a I4.'



of power and energy metors are most accurate and arc less affected by

non-sinusoidal power variations. Considering the first objective of

being able to mal.';Ure accurately single-phase sinusoidal and non-

sinusoidal power, the conclusions that wcre drawn are the following:

a) Accuracy is defim'd 1301 as the quality which characterizes

the ability (t a measuring instrument to give indications

equivalent to the truc value of the quantity measured and is

expressed in terms of tolerance or uncertainty. Since it was

impossible to express the absolute quantity or true value of

the power quantities measured in this thesis and sinc. the

transfvr standard (P-3 electrodynamometcr wattmeter) 11ad a

limiting error or tolerance, the only real determination that

could be made wa 4 a comparative analysis of the various test

meter, against each other. This comparative method was used

in the xpcrim'nilal work in Part II of this th. isI and was not

expe (,i( k t) IL o ive l ab soluL(, value (,I pow(er but was expected

t() :;how low a comparativ range o)r rc tat ve degree oi

uncertainty exist; between meters of the same type and between

meters of different types. The following are the general

results of the experimental work:

(1) The P-3 wattmeter readings were generally within + 2 per

cent of each other for all power readings.

(2) The C.11. wattmeter readings were generally within + 3

digits and + 3 per cent of each other for all power

readings.

(3) The C.11. AVG. power readings were generally 0 to 3 per

cent higher than the P-3 AVG. readings.

v'4,'



(4) The W.IH.M. avcraged power readings compared to the P-3

AVG. power readings varied considerably depending on both

thec' type of source and the type of load used. This

difference in readings ranged from 19.6 per cent lower to

0.9 per cent higher.

b) Considering accuracy as defined in a) above and realizing that

most power measurements in the field would be conducted in a

similar manner, it can be concluded that the P-3 wattmcters

and the C.11. wattmeters give accurate indications of the power

eon.;sume-d in a e Circuit on sinusoidal, non-sinusoidal and half-

wave rectified (whk-re a dc component is present) power

measurements. The accuracy of the W.l!. N. , based on the

limited testing done in this thesis, is questionable as large

variations in ave raged power readings did occur, especially

at low powcr (less than 75 watts) readings.

Considcring the second main objective of this thesis of being

able to determine which types of power and energy meters are most

accurate and are less affected by non-sinusoidal pow,-r variations, the

Clcitisione that were drawn are the foll-owing:

'I) h'le general conclu:sions concerning the :Iccuracy of the types

ot 1e,'trs tested iS sImmari;z.ed under the, first main objective

albove,. Some :iddition l conclui.;ioSns concerning the accuracy

of the meters tested are:

(1) All meters tested varied non-iinearly at times. Meters of

the same type would vary (at. times being greater or less

than the other meter) depending on the type of source, the

type of load, or the current value in the circuit. This



Variat ion was not cr-it ic al bt is important in realizing

that Correction curves for each mneter are ncccssary to

ace ur.1tel y C omp a r r (' U- r Th 'rec wc:re nio correct ion

curve. availa ~bl1e tor Liti C.H. meters )I- the W.H. M.

2) The accuracy of the p~owe-r anrd enecrgy me~cters at the 1low end

o f LlicI r ;t a I I .111) ,, I , t-Li ro : (human ) arid

I imri I~ Vbr I II, I ing cerIr i I act(or f or alIl

me11 r t esI' t t Ii v,!n I ti a1 ! than r) watts and wa s

.. S:Cli all 1na11t ic :!! Wil whe t rvi IgI to read arid compare the

i- ,anitd tIr I l . IL.N. pw er rua d in'

Th) lire no iue I ertic I uS i on i; drI-awnl i de tekrmin Ing wh ich me tcrs are

atff cctecd lca,;t by iio'r- s inu so1d a jI owe r var ia tion s arc:

I)The P'-)11 L ritr s were( a ffecteL d least by non-sinusoidal

power variat ions. The 11-3 meters were not affected by

ci ther the, hal [-wave rect ified or the Llhyristor-con-

trol led sourcC nor were they affected by changes in load.

(2 TII C .11. meters generalliy responded well to non-si ni-

soidal power varitat ions. The test data did indicate, that

c.11I. -I was a fcc ted b~y changes in power- fac tor during

t,,A ing Wit Litte R-L load. C. i-. #1 had a tendency to read

ni0IcaIbly higher than either CIIH. #2 or the P-3 meters on

!R-I loads With both the ;inus oidal arid theL thyristor

co ntLrol le It(ISourLeI

()Surpr-i s ing Iy , tir lt.,"I uuit Over I oad' I Igh t i t f or the C It .

mecter I read ings o f compoite ac and dc curren t valIue s

great Li trhan 4. . 0 amps f or t I( ire I f f-wave r (c t i f i ed source .

The " I npu t Overl1oad'' I ighit a Iso itL for- cu rrernt va lues



greater than 4 . 0 amps lor the high powcr-facLor load and

for current values greater than 3.6 amps for the R-C load

for the thyristor- control led source. The lighting of the

input Overload light is an indication that the C. H. input

nctwork is sensitivc not only to signals with a large dc

component but also to non-sinusoidal signals abovc a

current range of approximately 3.6 amps. It should be

noted, however, that analysing the C.H. readings when

this Input Overload condition existed indicated that the

power readings were still within the expected rangc and

were less than 5 per cent high compared to the P-3 AVG.

reading.

(4) The W.H.M. seemed to be affected more by the type of load

rather than the type of source. As mentiond earlier, the

variation in average power readings varied considerably

based on the load. This was an indication that the W.H.M.

was affected significantly at the low end of its power/

energy range by the power-factor of the circuit. Gene r-

ally, the W.1!.M. read considerably lower than the P'-3 AVG.

reading for the R-L. load and had a tendency to read higher

than the P-3 AVG. reading for the R-C load. This i.z a

direct indication of what excessive inductive or capaci-

tive ieactance can do to the operation of the W.ll.M.

(5) Since the W.I.M. does not measure dc power, it was

cxpected that the power readings for the half-wave

rectified source would be much lower than the values

measured by the P-3 meters. Based on the limited tests



per formed duringtisteswrkti ti iI Ch eas

Ani answer for this apparant contrad i:ti il war; thal theC

volIt age component was always s intisoi dal iiad that thf- du

ollip)neiIC tOf cuT-enT('1 did not cause, a sgn li f icalnt ct-fct Onl

the current coil fluxes . A move detail,,d iiivestigatiofl

int o the operat ion ot the W.H.M. when large dc voltage and

CUrrenP1t :oimet;are either tindividual ty ori- i 1y

I) r e snt shoulId be looaked at in thle future.

13. 2 Thesis Rocommeundation

The follow ing are S (ilic gener al rcc omisend at ions regard ii.- tLi

met ors uised In t Iiis the i s as well as sonic spec iif ic ree ormmendat jois t, r-

intturc research ;n the area of. iieasiirin ,, acciiratcly sing! e,-phas power

anld energy

Genert Re('c 01oiiirda'It ion01S:

a) (Xi-n 1 I I t thi the L :; is r;ow, d L11 ItL h ii, P- A eIct: -

d vv imni t or W t;t Lmet L, i ii m he 1w .,- Lrla m t i r o

li:eu t, I ill ~ei:,ui , a Slc u irsie i e . a S1, 1 d a I

1.11i -( ii i i I plwcr . is. 1 oI~a- r tA C.I ~ wa S

,ood it hii'h power read in; i t':re v osJ rih.

power f ac t or an l ow I)oWei Ve.dnu

n) cenralII v , the 11-3 wattmneter was the, otcon1SiSten1t pet:--

1at0in meter use'd. The va, -rations between the P-3 meter-s

we re sma I Iand p red ic table; whe rcas the Var iat ion betweeln

(>11. meters for the R-1, load were large at currenit Values

greater than 4.0( amps.

N.4



c) The P'-3 mete r s nif cr thio. ad(IvantCagcs o f hbenig accurate , of

be ing casy to use, of being capablec of operating up to 10 amps

and 200 volts, of being compact, and of bcing zible to operate

WithOUt a p)OWCU SupIply. The main disadvantage of the P-3

me1ter is its poor resolution at low powcr (less than 50 watts)

read jogs . The cost of the P--3l me ter compared to the C .1.

digi L meer is not ava ilab as 1-3 me ters are no lonlger

manuifa c tured.

di The C.11I. meters offer the advanta-ges of being accurateC', of

being capable of opcrating at var ions current ranges up to 5

armps an1d mi on s vot age( ranIe) opo 1000 Vol ts, of h av i ag

varloi:: er aog:;which all ow 1 )ower ineasurements Lip to 5000

W' t ,1l aa:I ha.vinrg an1 eXpan~dted power ang ( PX 10) for bet tcr

tese'l I :I at Low current and powecr v al I . Soe in

adnvin1t a":m; ,1 0 .1. me1ter's are": theY have a tendency to) drift

11-0ron calibr-ation, theyV are More' C0!Irii d Lo use, there are

nor', t 1-n; .tht can g;O wrong with them (eg . blown fu.se,

co nap ment1s ar- i;iOrc et mpe ra tu r sen sit tve ) they requ ire a

power :nuply a ado they sire n~ot as comip,,ct as the P-3l wat tineter.

)kec ifti Recoinmnla:t- iln

a) I t wa: I; found fromt the eXperimental testing that the C.11.

meters, (level opcd ai probl em where the "'Input Ovecrload'' light

It for cm illit values It::;'- tha-n "5 amips for the hal f--wa've

rct t fid aInd t he ttyristor-control led Source. This is an

indicat ion that thec C.II. input network is senisitive not only

gS l i I l I 1 ir1, e1 (t-e eaOnentMI11 but al SO t01o non

s inuso)idal s ig nalIs abtOveI a Cu]rren'llt ra nge o f 3. 0 amp s. I t



s;eems h)iscd on thcsc test resul ts that the specified input

range ul U L o 5 amps may need to be cltar ified to State that

3 non1-S i lISOIdal Signal Or a signal with a large dc component

may result in an Input Ovcrload condition at composite current

Values of less thin1 5 amps,

b) Since thc W.hl N. does not measure dc power, it was expected

that thO poWe'r reCadings I.or the liii f-Wave' re.Ctified Sourcc

would 1) mutch Lower than the val us, 11ea sured Wi tI the P-3

me te(!r S. Based ion Lle 1limi ted tcsL:g per foiried dur in:; this

thecsis work, this was not Lhk c a Se. ch ffect o1 dc

components onl the operation of thu W .11.M. c aus(,I. by hal f-wave

rctifie d or thvristor-controllcd circiiits should be in-

vet giidfurther. Much rese (arch has bern done cons idering

the effects of harmonics on W.H.M. operation but little or no

research has been done consideriLug the effect of dc voltage

and currien t components onl W . IH. 01)0rati-on. I t would be good

Lto in clulde in this future testing, load side energy measure-

11101 tS swho re both the, voltage anld current wives c onu1d be non-

!uin'iSOidall and contcu1T 0i aI decomp)onent.

C ) I t WIS found thiat eXCQes iVyCndc ICLyeiv react ane e would cause

heit W . 1'. M. to :;low down and that eX Cce Sie t-ca1p a Cit iVeC

r( aC t aneC wooil d cause' the W ... to speedUp . Since both

serCies and par all1el caipac itor hanks art, used for power-factor

run1t10 Ol on idus.tr1,i La ower(,tiu- it woull be 1i nteresting

tn1vestigate if te copac itni bank.s causet the W.H.M. or

i; he1'trial comple'Xes Lto speedip*x s vey
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APPENDIX I

List of~i LuijocntI)L Ud in I pr iwnt ;i Work

1.Sources:

(a) 120 V , 60 liz a~-hs ( pr ov ido to lab table Ict in room
EE 0-2)

(b) 120 V Bi-dirctional Thyristor ('lriac) 'Firing Circuit

(c) 150 V, 8 A, Type FMC 7817-R3210) Diode

(d) 0-30 V/0-225 mA Variable dc Supply, Rewlet t-Packard, Modcl

?21A, SN. 310-17870

2. Digital Me..ters:

(a) 0-1000 V'/0-5 A Digital V-A-W Mters, Clarkc-Hecss, Model 255
resistance of 5A currenL Circuit (28 mu li-ohms)
1-esistanc ol' Voltalge circuit (5 me~g-oim)

Dlate last calibrated: SN-656 - Dcc 80 - C.H. #1
SN-5955- Jun 82 - C.1. #2

(b) 0-750 Vac/0-)OOL) V dc/0-IOA Dig-ital Multinwter, Flu1kc,

Date, last calibrated: SN #29454i5 - Jun 82
SN #295502l - Feb 83

3. Analog Meters:

a) 0 n/00/-2000 W ~ FlWtovaoec atciitmetrs , Genoral El cc-
tric Type 11-3

resi-stancck of 5 A etirren t coil (8() milii-oehms)
resistanice ot 10 A current coil (18 millIi-ohms)
resistance of 100 V voltage coil (5.5 kilo-ohms)
resistance of 200 V voltage coil (11.0 kilo-ohms)
sclf-induictance of 53 A current coil1 (110 !nic re-henrys)
self-inductaince of 10 A currvnt coil (28 micro-hienrys)
sc If-i aduc tancc of 100 V vol uagc coil (5 mill i-honrys)
self-inductance of 200 V voltage- coil (5 mifli-henrys)
Date fast calibratedr: SN #3227474 -Jun 82- 17-3 #2

SN 03671742 -Jun 82- P)-3 #1



(b) 240 V/10 A Induction Watthour Mcter, Gencral Electric,
Type VM-63-S

FM-5S, Class 10, TA-2.5, Kh-2.4

resistance of current coils in series (50 milli-ohms)
rcsistancc of the voltage coils in parallel (154 ohms)
self-inductance of current and voltage coils (unknown)

Datc last calibrated: SN #64-591-823 (Unknown)

4. Electronic Counter, iewlett-Packard, Model 521C, SN. 2932

5. Filter Reactors (inductors), Triad-Utrad (Four)
rated 8 nItl at 10 A dc - resistance (0.05 ohms)

32 mHt at 5 A dc - resistance (0. 19 ohms)

6. Inertion Capacitors, Westinghouse (Two)
rated 25 F at 600 V dc Type 1818221

7. Bank of Capacitors, Cornell-Dubilier (Fourteen)
rated 10 F at 2000 V dc

8. Non-inductive Shunt
rated 0-5 A at resistance o. 0.10 ohms

9. Variable Resistance (Two)
rated 0-110 ohuis at 7 A maxilnum

10. Variable Resistancc, OhwLite
rated 0-25 ohms at 6 .5 A maximum
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